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Message from the Vice-Chancellor 
 

It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to the International 

Postgraduate Research Conference 2021, organized by the Faculty of 

Graduate Studies, University of Kelaniya. 

The University of Kelaniya takes great pride in hosting IPRC 2021, as it 

is a forum for researchers and scholars to share knowledge, information, 

exchange experiences, to present innovative concepts and research 

related to all areas of Commerce and Management, Science, Medical 

Sciences, Humanities, Social Sciences, Computing and Technology, Multi-disciplinary Studies 

and Digital Learning. The theme of IPRC 2021, Sustaining excellence in multidisciplinary 

research in the context of the new normal is relevant to all researchers in our University, and of 

particular importance as we look forward to regular activities in a post-COVID19 era.  

We hope that the conference will lead to future research collaborations and strengthening of our 

common network, with over 100 local and overseas participants. I am sure that the presentations 

and deliberations will provide a great opportunity to gain insightful knowledge about the projects 

being conducted in the region. Through the interactions that will take place at IPRC 2021, we 

expect to stimulate an active research environment that is relevant to all our communities. 

I would like to thank and congratulate the Dean of the Faculty of Graduate Studies, the conference 

Organizing Committee, and the supporting staff for organizing this event. I would also like to 

thank the researchers, reviewers, editors and other academics who contributed to sustaining the 

core values of quality and innovation throughout this conference. I wish the conference and all 

the presenters all the very best. 

 

 

 

Senior Prof. Nilanthi de Silva 

Vice-Chancellor 

University of Kelaniya 

Sri Lanka 
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Faculty of Graduate Studies - University of Kelaniya 

 

Message from the Chairman, Research Council 
 

It is with great pleasure that I send this message on the occasion of the 

International Postgraduate Research Conference 2021 (IPRC – 2021) 

organized by the Faulty of Graduate Studies of University of Kelaniya. IPRC 

is the main research conference of the University of Kelaniya, participated 

by all the faculties and it provides a platform for both internal and external 

researchers to highlight their research contribution towards the advancement 

of knowledge in diverse fields of Humanities, Social Sciences, Science, 

Commerce & Management, Medicine and Computing & Technology, Digital 

Learning and Multidisciplinary Studies.  

 

Innovative research is the mainstay for economic development of a nation and mission of the 

University Research Council is to promote research excellence among its academic staff to make a 

significant contribution to the knowledge enhancement and national development. I am very pleased 

to note that the researchers of our university are highly motivated and involved in high quality research 

with the aim of achieving the national development goals of Sri Lanka. 

  

The University Research Council has established a research culture within the University community 

by providing financial support to conduct research symposia at the Departmental, Faculty and 

University levels in addition to rewarding researchers individually. In addition to providing foreign 

travel grants, reimbursement of publication charges etc, the Research Council has introduced grant 

schemes for multidisciplinary research, innovative pilot research and strengthening research outputs. 

Academic staff members of the university in diverse academic disciplines have regularly published 

their research findings in reputed international journals. Research Council has taken steps to 

recommend well-achieved researchers for senate honours and cash prizes to be awarded by the Vice- 

Chancellor.  

 

I am happy to state that the new action plan introduced by the Research Council has improved the 

quality of research which will be presented at this premier conference IPRC 2021 and I hope that the 

presenters will be able to publish their findings in high impact indexed journals as full publications.  

 

I wish to congratulate the Dean of the Faculty of Graduate Studies, Senior Assistant Registrar of the 

Faculty of Graduate Studies and the organizing committee for their untiring efforts in organizing IPRC 

2021 successfully as a university level conference. I hope that this conference will provide an 

excellent platform for presenters and participants to have a fruitful dialog under the theme 

"Sustaining Excellence in Multidisciplinary Research in the Context of the New Normal". This 

conference will also provide opportunities for researchers to interact with other researchers, exchange 

ideas and develop research collaborations locally and internationally. I wish this conference all the 

success.  

 

Senior Prof. N.A.K.P.J. Seneviratne 

Chairman of the Research Council 

University of Kelaniya, Sri Lanka 
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Message from the Dean, Faculty of Graduate Studies 
 

It is with much pleasure that I write this message for the 21st International 

Postgraduate Research Conference, 2021 organized by the Faculty of 

Graduate Studies. This annual conference remains a favorite venue for 

local and international scholars to exchange their research and ideas. 

 

     Research over the years has grown in multiple directions, sustaining the 

interest in academic inquiry into new knowledge. Multidisciplinary and 

interdisciplinary research have been able to push the academic inquiry into 

new frontiers creating new avenues, new disciplinary interests and new 

world views. Digitising and digital platforms have added the needed sustainability to academic 

inquiry making research and expanding critical horizons a possibility, ushering academic inquiry 

into a digital age, thus creating exciting new platforms and avenues for research and researchers 

to grow. 

 

Drawing on these new trends of sustaining multidisciplinary research and interdisciplinary 

inquiry into new knowledge frontiers through digitizing and digital transformations, this year’s 

International Postgraduate Research Conference focuses on "Sustaining Excellence in 

Multidisciplinary Research in the Context of the New Normal". We believe horizons in research 

should be expanded and experimented with to provide new knowledge and thus invite papers that 

inquire into disciplinary differences and specificities that expand and sustain new ideas through 

digital transformations in their different fields and through their collaborative efforts. We 

welcome papers that focus on the relation between disciplinary specificity that strengthens 

collaborative work and introduce new means of preserving and sustaining research integrity 

through digitising and digital transformations in the following broader tracks; Humanities, Social 

Sciences, Science, Medical Research, Commerce and Management and Computing and 

Technology, Digital Learning and Multidisciplinary Studies.    

 

IPRC- 2021, now in its 21st year, remains a pioneering conference that has established a strong 

tradition of research at the University of Kelaniya. Its cross-disciplinary focus draws scholars 

from across over seven disciplines from around the world to this conference annually. This year 

too the conference was organized using an online conference management platform that 

facilitated a smooth organizing process and better data management in registration and reviewing. 

I trust that our participants will benefit much from these innovative interventions and I hope that 

this conference will stimulate future collaborative interventions in the field of interdisciplinary 

research in Sri Lanka. I wish the participants all the very best! 

 

 

Senior Professor Ariyarathna Jayamaha 

Conference Chair and 

Dean 

Faculty of Graduate Studies 

University of Kelaniya 

Sri Lanka 
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Editor’s Note 
 

International Postgraduate Research Conference (IPRC) 2021 

organized by the Faculty of Graduate Studies (FGS), University of 

Kelaniya, Sri Lanka revolves around the theme of "Sustaining 

Excellence in Multidisciplinary Research in the Context of the New 

Normal". This theme is consistent with the research culture inculcated 

within the University of Kelaniya to promote new knowledge and its 

application towards betterment of world of work and the society at 

large. Digital transformation requires specific organizational 

structures and bears consequences for the metrics used to calibrate 

performance. Further, digital transformation encompasses digitization, 

and digital transformation. With this background, it is worth to note 

that FGS provides an excellent research opportunity to stimulate and guide future research 

focusing on multidisciplinary research on sustaining excellence in the post pandamic era. 

IPRC is a unique conference in the university system for serval reasons. Instead of limiting itself 

to a single subject discipline or to a traditional branch of knowledge, it covers all the disciplines 

in the higher education domain. For many years, the advancement of knowledge in Asian 

civilization has taken a specific specialized path at an increasing rate. We try to understand our 

world by deconstructing it into smaller and smaller fragments creating the disciplines and sub-

disciplines with the objective of predict, or at least explain the behaviors in nature, individuals, 

and society. More importantly, interdisciplinary research moves beyond simple collaboration and 

teaming to integrate data, methodologies, perspectives, and concepts from multiple disciplines to 

advance fundamental understanding or to solve real world problems. Interdisciplinary research 

requires either that an individual researcher gains an in-depth understanding of more than one 

discipline and be fluent in their languages and methodologies, or more frequently that 

multidisciplinary teams assemble and create a common language and framework for discovery, 

innovation, and creativity. Hence, IPRC adds valuable contribution to the scholarly community.  

I appreciate the enormous efforts put forth by authors to present research abstracts to IPRC 

2021.In addition to that I value the contribution of eminent review panel of reviewing research 

abstracts. Further, it is worth to admire the involvement of faculty coordinators and staff of the 

FGS in this endeavor. 

I wish all the success for IPRC 2021. 

 

Professor Bandara Wanninayake 

Chief Editor/ IPRC 2021   
University of Kelaniya 

Sri Lanka 
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Keynote Speaker – Profile 

 

Professor LIM, Cher Ping 

The Education University of Hong Kong 

 

 

Professor Lim Cher Ping was a Professor of Education and was the Director of the Asia-Pacific 

Centre of Excellence for Teacher Education and Innovations and Director of International 

Partnerships at the School of Education in Edith Cowan University (Australia). His research and 

development focus has been on supporting the sustainability and scalability of innovations in 

schools and teacher education institutions. Professor Lim has also provided technical consultancy 

services on information and communication technology in education to UNESCO, Inter-

American Development Bank, World Bank, World Links, Microsoft, universities, schools, and 

the Government of Barbados, Indonesia, and Oman. He serves as Editor-in-Chief of The Internet 

and Higher Education. 

  

Area(s) of Expertise: 

 Games and learning in schools 

 ICT in teacher education 

 Innovations in assessment and curriculum and their sustainability and scalability in 

education ecological systems 

 

 

Chair Professor of Learning Technologies and Innovation  

Associate Dean (International Engagement),  

Faculty of Education and Human Development 

The Education University of Hong Kong  
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Panel of Reviewers 
 

 

Commerce and Management 

 

 Dr. Srinath Dissanayake 

 Dr. K.G.M. Nanayakkara 

 Ms. Randini Ranwala 

 Ms. G.K.S. Nimeshi 

 

 

Computing and Technology  

 Dr. S.R. Liyanage 

 

 

Humanities 

 Snr. Prof. Lakshman Senevirathne 

 Prof. (Mrs.) P. Narangoda 

 Prof. Mangalika Jayatunga 

 Prof. Bihesh Indika Sampath 

 Dr. Kumari Priyanka Jayasooriya 

Menike 

 Dr. Udara de Silva 

 Dr. Lasanthi Manaranjanie 

 Dr. Anjalee Wickramasinghe 

 Ven. Udawela Rewatha Thero 

 Ms. Kumudu Nayanie Gamage 

 Ms. Dinali Fernando 

 Mr. Buddika Jayasundara 

 Mr. Ananda Abeysundara 

 Mr. J. Chandana Ruwan Kumara 

 Ms Kaumadee Maheshika 

Bamunusinghe 

 Ms Anuradha Jayasinghe 

 Mr Saman Wanasinghe- University of 

Colombo  

 Mr. Indumini Kaviratne- University of 

Sri Jayewardenepura 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Science 

 Senior Prof. N. A. K. P. J. Seneviratne 

 Prof. D L Jayaratne   

 Professor RMKT Rathnayaka- 
Sabaragamuwa University of Sri Lanka 

 Prof. Samudrika-University of 

Moratuwa, Sri Lanka  

 Dr Indrika Abeygunawarde 

 Dr. R.C.L. De Silva  

 Mrs. P.A.D.A.N. Appuhamy-Wayamba 

University of Sri Lanka 

 

Multidisciplinary Studies 

 Senior Prof. S.R.D. Kalingamudali 

 Prof. Renuka Herath 

 Prof. Suseema Weligamage 

 Dr. Chandeera Gunawardene 

 

 

Digital Learning 

 Dr. Anuradhi Welhenge 

 Dr. Laalitha S.I. Liyanage 

 

Social Sciences 

 

 Prof. H.M. Nawarathne Banda 

 Prof. T. W. K. Osantha Nayanapriya 

 Dr. N.D.G. Gayantha 

 Dr. H.P.P. Sriyani   

 Dr. M.M.S. Harischandra 

 Dr. D.M. Ubesekara Dissanayake 

 Dr. Namali Suraweera 

 Dr. A.G. Amarasinghe 

 Mr. Aruna Lokuliyana 

 Ms. Anupama Damunupola 

 

 

https://fct.kln.ac.lk/index.php/dr-ms-anuradhi-welhenge
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Occupational “safety and health” in Sri Lanka: in the sight of Labor law: 

A qualitative exploration. 

Dinusha Dissanayake1 

 

 

 

There is a discussion on employee well-being and security than ever before due to the Covid-19. The 

key objective of this research “is to explore” the key labor laws affected to the occupational “safety and 

health” in Sri Lanka”. Previously, there was no any study conduct for above purpose. Through this 

study researcher bridge that empirical gap. Upon reviewing the literature, the researcher conceptualized 

an inductive type qualitative desk study with the interpretivism as the research philosophy. Secondary 

data collection was done “based on the” 26 labor laws that are actively used in the country. Furthermore, 

content analysis used for data exploration and presented as tabular mode. According to the analysis out 

of 26 active labor laws 6 laws are directly associated with the work-related security and wellbeing in 

Sri Lanka. Factories Ordinance no “45 of 1942” was the main law covered factory employees’ health, 

safety and welfare in detail including work environment, risks, hazards ventilation, sanitary facilities 

etc. Furthermore, “Shop and Office Employees” Act No. “19 of 1954” provided guidance in working 

Hours, maternity benefits, safety of the shop, seating arrangements, holidays etc. Moreover, “The 

Employment of” Women, “young “Persons and Children” Act” No 47 of 1956 guided to night, 

industrial Undertakings at sea and Other Undertakings at sea. “Maternity Benefits Ordinance” no “32 

of 1939” ensures “the maternity Benefits” of women. The act of Employment of Females in mines 

prohibited woman in underground work in a mine. According to “workmen’s Compensation 

“Ordinance no” 19 of 1934” affords the sum “of compensation to” workmen who are injured cause of 

employment.” In conclusion, Sri Lankan industrial “safety and health” practices are more powerful due 

to these six main Labor laws.  

  

Keywords: " labor laws; industrial safety and health." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 Researcher,National Institute of Co-operative Development,Polgolla,Sri Lanka. 

  Dinusha.d.dissanayake026@gmail.com 
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A Synthesis towards the Construct of Public Sector Audit Expectation 

Gap: A Review of the Literature 

Deepal, A.G.1 , Jayamaha, A.2 

 

Due to the overwhelming high frequency of corporate failures and governance concerns, the bankruptcy 

and winding up of corporations in recent years, the general public has come to believe that auditors are 

not executing their responsibilities properly. As a result, the gap between expectations and reality 

continues to increase day by day. The accounting scandals that affected Enron and WorldCom, followed 

by the subsequent and recurrent financial crises in organizations, exacerbated this expectations gap even 

more. Thus, there is a perception gap between auditors and financial statement users, and it is commonly 

acknowledged as the Audit Expectation Gap (AEG) in the auditing literature. It is claimed that the 

majority of the studies on AEG have focused on the private sector, with little or no attention paid to the 

public sector. Since the auditing process is closely similar in both sectors, it is crucial to investigate 

whether there is a discrepancy in audit expectations in the public sector. Moreover, there is a dearth of 

literature-based conceptual studies pertaining to AEG in public sector perspectives. Hence, the main 

objective of this paper is to construct a new synthesis of the existing knowledge pertaining to the public 

sector AEG as discovered by numerous scholars around the world. Furthermore, this literature review 

also encompasses definitions and meanings of AEG, various dimensions used to measure AEG, the 

target groups involved in exploring AEG, research methods used in empirical studies, and investigations 

into the causes and mechanisms to narrow down the gap recommended by numerous scholars. This 

study is driven by theoretical pre-considerations that pursue a straightforward process, and it leads to 

conclusions derived from the reviewed literature. Thus, to examine the relevant literature, only the 

research articles published in reputable journals on the AEG were utilized for gathering publications 

and establishing the research area of inquiry. However, due to a lack of AEG-related journal 

publications pertaining to the public sector, conference papers and published PhD theses were also 

selected. The keywords, namely "audit expectation gap in the public sector", "audit expectation-

performance gap in the public sector", and "government sector audit expectation gap", were used to 

search relevant publications in the Google scholar search engine and five other databases, namely 

Scopus, EBSCOhost, Emarald, Taylor & Francis, and JSTOR from 1974 onwards. The concept of AEG 

was found to be a multidimensional concept in and of itself. The outcome was that diverse studies came 

up with a variety of potential explanations for the AEG, as well as a variety of suggestions for 

mechanisms to narrow down the AEG found in the literature. Furthermore, the samples employed in 

prior research on the AEG were extremely different, and no one group has been specifically targeted. 

Subsequently, a fresh but more straightforward definition was generated pertaining to the public sector 

as a result of a comprehensive review of literature, adding novelty to the extant literature. Finally, the 

importance of AEG in the public sector was highlighted, and suggestions for further research were 

made. 

Keywords:  Audit expectation gap; Auditing; Literature review; Public sector; Public sector auditing  

 

 

 

 

1Department of Accountancy, University of Ruhuna, Sri Lanka 
2 Department of Accountancy, University of Kelaniya, Sri Lanka 
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Impact of Green Human Resource Management on Employee 

Performance: An empirical study in apparel manufacturing firms in 

Southern Province of Sri Lanka 

Sagalee I.L.L 1 

 
Green Human Resource Management (GHRM) is the use of human resource policies to enhance the 

sustainable use of resources within organizations to ensure the environmental sustainability. Green 

human resource management can become as an active partner by creating green human resource 

platform, where the employees have more job satisfaction and engaging with job related activities, 

thereby improving the employee performance and productivity in an organization. The study attempted 

to examine the effect of green training, green performance evaluation and green reward management 

on employee performance in apparel manufacturing firms in Southern province of Sri Lanka. Further 

the research was designed to investigate whether there is a significant difference between large apparel 

manufacturing firms and non-large apparel manufacturing firms with regard to the adaptation of green 

human resource management practices. The study was positioned with objectivism based on the 

ontological view. Quantitative method was used under deductive approach to test the theoretical 

relationships among variables. In consideration of the research objectives and questions of the study, it 

can be classified as the explanatory research in nature which attempted to establish causal relationships 

between variables. Data collection was done by adopting survey strategy through a self-administered 

questionnaire. Questionnaire was considered as the main measurement instrument to collect data of the 

study. The sample of 130 apparel manufacturing firms were selected via random sampling technique 

from the specified sample frame. Unit of analysis was the Human resource manager/Human resource 

executive in apparel manufacturing firms in southern province of Sri Lanka. Statistical Package for 

Social Science (SPSS 20) was used to analyze the data ensuring the validity and reliability to generate 

findings from the study. The internal consistency of the study constructs were tested by using Cronbach 

Alpha. Good internal consistency of the attributes measures of Green human resource management and 

Employee performance showing that instruments were sufficiently reliable. Four theory- driven pre-

established hypotheses were tested by using multiple regression analysis and Independent sample T 

test. According to multiple regression analysis it was proved that green performance evaluation and 

green reward management have a significant impact on employee performance. Green reward 

management proved to be the key factor in influencing employee performance in apparel manufacturing 

firms. Therefore green reward management is vital to enhance employee performance. Green 

performance evaluation was the second most important dimension that affect employee performance. 

There is no significant impact of green training on employee performance. The possible reason for this 

would be the lower level of training received by the employees with respect to Green human resource 

management practices. Further it was found that there is no significant difference between large apparel 

manufacturing firms and non-large apparel manufacturing firms with regard to the adaptation of green 

human resource management practices. 

Keywords: Green human resource management; Green training; Green performance evaluation; Green 

reward management; Employee performance 

 

1 Department of Human Resource Management, Faculty of Management and Finance, University of Ruhuna, Sri Lanka 

sagalee.ihalalandage@gmail.com 
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A Study of Factors Affecting on Employee Happiness among the Security 

Officers at AQW Security Services Pvt (Ltd) 

Weerarathna R.S 1, Somawardana W.S.D 2, Weerasinghe W.A.P.D 3 

 

 

According to evidence by positive psychology researchers, employees who take pleasure in their work 

become a great model to those who are less interested. Happiness is the sum of experience of pleasure, 

satisfaction, or affirmative well-being, pooled with a sense that one’s life is valuable. It is a measure of 

overall satisfaction in the workplace which constantly improves productivity and performance at work. 

However, employees’ happiness has received less attention in the business world when compared to 

other constructs. The study had been carried out with the objective to study the most influential factor 

affecting employees’ happiness among security officers at the AQW Security Services (Pvt) Ltd. With 

a well-established literature review and by randomly conducting unstructured interviews among 

employees, various factors that affect employees’ happiness were identified to construct a reliable and 

validated questionnaire. The total population in the selected organization was 301 and the sample size 

was 132. Random sampling method was used for selection of the population sample. The findings were 

derived using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). Accordingly, correlation coefficient 

and the regression analysis were measured to analyze the findings. The results of the study established 

a moderate positive co-relation between the happiness and all three factors (compensation, workplace 

environment and job security). The study remarked that the constructs like compensation, workplace 

environment and job security have a significant affection on employee happiness. This refocuses that 

the top management of AQW need to pay more attention on factors affecting employees’ happiness. 

The findings of the study provided a better idea about the company goals, vision and mission, space to 

enhance the relationship between employees and supervisors, and to introduce new compensation 

policies. Further, it is recommended that employers provide adequate opportunities for such employees 

to relax at work. 

 

Keywords: Compensation; Employees’ Happiness; Job Security; Security Officers; Workplace Environment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 1 SLIIT Business School, Sri Lanka Institute of Information Technology, Malabe, ranitha.w@sliit.lk      
2 Faculty of Management & Finance, University of Colombo, Colombo, Sri Lanka 
3 Cardiff Metropolitan University, United Kingdom 
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“Doing Good or Being Good”  

The Choice Between Corporate Social Responsibility and Social 

Sustainability by SMEs: A Review and Research Agenda 

Tennakoon, WDNSM1, Janadari, MPN2 

 

 

Societal marketing strategies underpinned the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) of 

institutions to harness their Key Performance Indicators to contribute towards societal goals. This 

strategic initiative is often expected to sustain the brand reputation, thus improving the organizational 

performance in the long run. Uniformly, Social Sustainability (SS) is the societal pillar of the sustainable 

business models, a dynamic, open and contested concept in which social values, social identities, social 

relationships and social institutions can continue in the future. No development can be called 

"sustainable" if it leads people to change or give up their social values, identities or relationships for the 

sake of achieving the development status. Whilst the sustainable development agendas stressed the 

importance and welcomed sustainability's social aspect, there is only very little agreement on what it is. 

Resultantly, many practitioners view CSR in exchange for SS, which is contradictory as far as the 

theoretical substances of each concept are concerned. Notably, the practice of CSR and SS dimensions 

were reported overlapping in the context of SMEs due to unseen reasons. Thus, in the context of SMEs, 

this study performed a systematic review of literature about the practice of CSR and SS to reveal the 

underlying meaning of adopting each concept. Specifically, researchers looked at how CSR and SS are 

viewed and practiced and their mutually inclusive nature as presented in the domain of SMEs literature. 

The review included 334 research papers published mainly in five databases. The inclusive criteria were 

"peer-reviewed", "written in English", "published in any year", "having keywords CSR or SS", and 

"addressed the SMEs context". The content analysis supported synthesizing the information and derived 

valuable insights. The representativeness of CSR is dominant among the reviewed papers in contrast to 

SS. Two concepts were regularly presented interchangeably to denote the interactions of any nature 

between the organization and the society. Moreover, most papers have treated CSR initiatives of 

organizations as symbolic acts of SS focus, implying the perceived mutually inclusive nature of the two 

concepts. A distinct lack of SS focus is noted in the SMEs context instead of the practice and reporting. 

Instead of the societal dimension in corporate conduct, many seem to practice and report CSR to 

showcase the organizational commitment to preserving the interests of society. However, the longevity 

of CSR activities seems to be evaluated seldom while substitution is made. Based on the review 

outcomes, the future avenues of research on the practice and reporting of SS of SMEs are outlined. 

Furthermore, the necessity to contrast two concepts explicitly in terms of aligning and distinguishing 

their attributes is encouraged. 

Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibility; Development, SMEs; Social Sustainability 

 

 

 

1 Faculty of Graduate Studies, University of Kelaniya, Kelaniya, Sri Lanka, tennakoon@wyb.ac.lk 
2Department of Human Resource Management, University of Kelaniya, Kelaniya, Sri Lanka  
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Child Prevention and Maternal Health Care Expert System 

H.G.C.K. Hulangamuwa1 

 

 

 

Advanced information technology offers new ways to deliver primary health care, that is not bound to 

traditional primary health services delivery institutions. Technology-based self-service channels and 

digital health interventions have the potential to support patients with general illnesses. The number of 

people searching for health information on the Internet is increasing dramatically. Before visiting a 

doctor or midwife, People need reliable medical decision-support information systems to manage 

general illnesses at home. Especially in the maternal and child health field, several health issues can be 

managed from home with short guideline from a primary health care professional like midwives. 

Therefore, it is necessary to create a platform where health care clients can get health guidelines and 

information using advanced information technology. Purpose: The key objective of this study is to 

create a “Chatbot” to build an interaction between public health midwives and their health care clients. 

“Chatbots” are AI-based computer program that simulates human conversations. They are also known 

as digital assistants that understand human capabilities. “Chatbot” interprets the user intent, processes 

their requests, and gives prompt relevant answers. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, one of the major 

public health challenges faced by poor nations is to provide adequate maternal and infant health care 

with limited resources. To address issue, this project builds a text-to-text conversational agent, that 

provides answers to health issues regarding maternal and child health using natural 

language. Design: To provide reasonable output to the user’s query, the system will take data from 

predefined health websites and articles which have information regarding maternal and child health. 

The "Chatbot" will be filtering this data, to respond back to the user's query. The system remembers 

past responses to provide a better answer. This system and the interface is mainly developed using the 

PYTHON language. Research Implications and Evaluation: Before being given to the end-users, the 

final system has been given to 45 midwives who have knowledge about maternal and child health. Then 

they are instructed to ask 10 questions from the “Chatbot” related to maternal and infant health. 

Depending on the answers which is generated by the “Chatbot”, the questionnaire will be distributed to 

add their findings, regarding the accuracy level of the answers generated by the “Chatbot”. According 

to the accuracy testing, 70% of testers mentioned that the system has generated more than 80% accurate 

answers for user queries. Research limitations and future research suggestions: This system can 

provide answers to limited questions and it provides basic health tips. As further developments, 

additional languages could be trained in order to cover a wider user base, such as the Sinhala language. 

Users may have multiple problems that they would like to address in a single message, and it changes 

the formulation of the intent classification problem into a multi-label classification problem. Different 

methods could be considered to address this issue. 

Keywords: Child Prevention and Maternal Health Care; “Chatbot”; maternal and infant health, 

primary health care, self-service channels. 
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The Effects of Thermal Treatment on Antioxidant Properties of Fruit Peels 

from Pomegranate (Punica granatum L.) Cultivars Grown in Sri Lanka 

P.D.S.N.H. Panapitiya1, M.K.B. Weerasooriya2 

 

Pomegranate peel (PP), a primary by-product of the pomegranate juice producing industry, is 

reported to possess diverse range of bioactive compounds which are believed to bear anticancer, 

antimicrobial, anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties. In recent years, natural antioxidants are 

gaining more and more attention due to its possible medicinal and food applications and have preferred 

by consumers over synthesized antioxidants. Heat treatment is known as processing step for fruit peels 

to release variety of bound polyphenolics from tissues of peels by improving their bioavailability or 

modifying chemical structure to enhance absorption, and to intensify nutritional effects. Thus, the aim 

of this study was to determine the effects of heat treatment on antioxidant properties of pomegranate 

peel (PP) of Sri Lankan cultivars, named as Nayana, Kalpitiya red, and Nimali. Peel powder (2.00 g) 

heated at 160 °C in an oven for 2 hours and non-heated peel powder of each cultivar extracted with 

ethanol (70% v/v, 25.00 mL). Free radical scavenging activities of PP extracts were evaluated by 2,2-

diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) assay and expressed as IC50 value. Color changes of PP powder 

before and after thermal treatments were investigated. All the extracts exhibited significant dose 

dependent inhibition activity. Therefore, DPPH scavenging activity increased as the concentration of 

the sample was increased up to a certain concentration that was varied from cultivar to cultivar. 

According to the results, heat-treated PP powders of each cultivar showed significantly higher (p<0.05) 

antioxidant activity compared to the non-treated PP powder of each cultivar. Antioxidant activities of 

PP increased due to the thermal treatment. IC50 values of the non-treated PPs of Nimali, Kalpitiya red 

and Nayana cultivars, were found to be 19.067 ± 0.291c, 21.067 ± 0.233b and 22.233 ± 0.145a μg/mL, 

respectively, while the IC50 values of heat-treated PP samples of cultivars were 11.100 ± 0.265c, 17.600 

± 0.115b and 20.400 ± 0.115a μg/mL. All the IC50 values of PP extracts were compared with that of 

Gallic acid (GA) as the standard compound and IC50 value of GA was 4.65 µg/mL. Hence, antioxidant 

activities of both heat-treated and non-treated PP extracts were lower than that of GA. The peel of 

Nimali exhibited the highest DPPH radical scavenging properties than the other cultivars, in which 

antioxidant properties were highly improved by heat treatment and also, its change in IC50 value (ΔIC50) 

before and after heat treatment, is significantly higher than other cultivars. It might be higher 

concentrations of polyphenolics released. Initial color of PP powder of each cultivar was converted 

from brownish-yellow to dark brown during heat treatment. IC50 values were significantly different 

(p<0.05) among cultivars and temperature. According to the results, thermal treatment had no negative 

effects on the antioxidant capacities of the PP powder up to 160 °C. Therefore, bakery products 

(specifically cookies) can be considered as the most acceptable carriers of such pomegranate peel 

powder supplements. Furthermore, examined heat treatment can be used as an acceptable method to 

sterilize the PP powder. Considering the findings, thermal treatment might be a good alternative strategy 

for improving health benefits of PP, adding value to the PP, and could be helpful for development of 

potential dietary supplements. PP powder which possess extremely high antioxidant properties, has a 

great potential to be used as a source of food additives in food products such as natural food 

preservatives (antioxidants) and a therapeutic agent.  

Keywords: “Pomegranate peel; Antioxidant property; DPPH assay; IC50 value; Thermal treatment” 
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Green Synthesis of Iron Nanoparticles using Bridelia Retusa  

Leaves Extract 

K.G.R. Samarawickrama1, U.G.S. Wijayapala2, N.D. Wanasekara3, C.A.N. Fernando4  

 

 

The interest in synthesizing nanoparticles in an easy and environmentally friendly way has been 

increasing in recent years. The physical and chemical methods are conventionally used for the synthesis 

of nanoparticles. However, due to the limitations of these methods, the focus of research has been 

recently shifted towards the development of clean and eco-friendly synthesis protocols. The green 

synthesis of iron nanoparticles has been achieved using environmentally acceptable plant extract. It was 

observed that Bridelia retusa leaf extract can reduce Fe2+ into Iron nanoparticles at room temperature. 

This study aims to synthesize iron nanoparticles using Bridelia retusa extract environmentally and 

sustainably. The synthesized Iron nanoparticles were characterized using Scanning Electron 

Microscope (SEM), Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) analysis, and UV-Visible spectroscopy (UV-

Vis). This study shows that the Iron nanoparticles can be synthesized using Bridelia retusa leaf extract 

as a reducing agent.  

  

Keywords: Environmentally friendly, Green synthesis, Iron nanoparticles, Bridelia retusa, Room temperature. 
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Probability distributions in modelling the financial data: A literature 

review 

B.R.P.M. Basnayake1, N.V. Chandrasekara2 

 

Many researchers analyze quantitative financial data such as stock prices, income, currency exchange 

rates, interest rates and many other financial data in their studies with the main aim of modelling and 

forecasting. It is a difficult process to identify the true behavior of financial data due to its chaotic 

nature. However, it is a mandatory requirement to examine the nature of these data as they have a direct 

impact on the lives of individuals, organizations and countries’ economic health conditions. A basic 

task in analyzing the financial data is to recognize a suitable statistical distribution of the data. For 

modelling financial data, one of the most common distributions applied in the literature is normal 

distribution. However, in the real world, most of these data are not normally distributed. Hence, the 

main purpose of this study is to demonstrate the selection of appropriate probability distributions for 

modelling financial data in a practical overview rather than relying on classic distributions. Overall, this 

literature review will convey a general idea to business practitioners and academic researchers in 

identifying suitable distributions in modelling the data. Several traditional financial models assume that 

the original data, returns or log-returns of the data follow normal, log-normal, exponential or beta 

distributions and the acceptance of this theory is widespread in practice. The main reason for this 

approach is the favorable properties of the distributions such as the existence of closed forms of 

probability density functions, easy and simple to estimate parameters for the data. Nevertheless, these 

distributions represent a limited number of distributional shapes and as a result, fail to identify the 

underlying characteristics of the data. Further, many studies evidenced that the financial data deviate 

from these classical distributions due to the skewness and heavy-tails (majority of the data in the tail) 

or fat-tails (more extreme values in the data) present in the data. There are flexible distributions such as 

the generalized lambda, normal inverse gaussian, Johnson translation system, the generalized beta 

family of distributions which were introduced to describe the diverse shapes of distributions. Another 

advantageous property of these distributions is that they can approximate some of the well-known 

distributions. Additionally, they can capture the uncertain movements of the financial data precisely. 

Other alternative distributions applied in the literature are stable, Tukey, power law, hyperbolic, skewed 

t and student t distributions and they are considered to have realistic and almost perfect fits for the data. 

Importantly, past studies provided more attention to the mixtures of normal distributions or compound 

normal distributions in fitting financial data as they have the ability to accommodate asymmetric and 

non-normal characteristics of empirical finance. Overall, there are several flexible distributions that can 

capture the true behavior of financial data. This study guides the researchers in selecting appropriate 

statistical distributions for the financial data rather than lying on classical standard distributions. 

Therefore, incorporating the accurate distribution in the financial models will provide more precise 

results and based on these results, government regulators, investors and businesses will be able to 

implement wise decisions. 
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Optimal assignment of unusable/ waste lands effectively using improved 

fuzzy assignment technique 

N.M. Hakmanage1, D.D.M. Jayasundara2, N.V. Chandrasekara3 

 

Land resources are valuable for humans not only live but also conduct all of their economic activities 

on it. Allocation of land uses in a critical and optimal manner will pave the way for determining policies 

for the optimal utilization of land in a sustainable manner for the future, focusing on the uncertain 

conditions of each allocation. The objective of this study is to identify and propose effective allocations 

to abandoned lands such as unusable, waste and uncultivable lands using optimal land assignment plan. 

Fuzzy assignment technique accesses to explore how uncertainty in suitability index and the condition 

of the land will affect to optimal land allocation with the minimum allocation cost in this study. A major 

land-use classification system in Sri Lanka contains multiple levels of classification. Among them, land 

use categories regarded to the study area (farming village which has six unusable lands in Dompe 

divisional secretariat, Gampaha District) are selected as follows: Agriculture, Habitable or settled lands 

(Urban or rural areas), Forests, Wildlife, Reserves & Catchments areas, Underutilized Lands, 

Reservations (Reservoirs, Streams, & Irrigation Channels) and Barren lands. Major properties of the 

land were identified as land area: vaguely defined categories measured in square meters; Ownership: 

three possible sectors according to the ownership of the land as Private, Public and Other; Condition: 

discretional parameter that is vaguely defined with three possible values: bad (0), average (0.5) and 

good (1) and the Facilities: four different categories (power (P), water (W), communication (C), 

transportation (T)). Subsequently, the properties of each land and all possible demands were identified 

and a suitability index was developed using those vague parameters for each assignment of lands. With 

the aid of the Center of Gravity (COG) method, fuzzy values were converted to their crisp equivalents. 

Then the cost of assignment of each land for the aforementioned purposes, were considered using with 

linear, triangular, and trapezoidal fuzzy membership intervals. Thereafter, Robust ranking technique 

was applied to calculate the numerical values for the interval and obtain the product of suitability index 

and cost of allocation. Finally, using the Hungarian assignment algorithm, each land was assigned 

optimally for its effective purposes. The linear, triangular, and trapezoidal membership degrees, the 

minimum cost was obtained from the trapezoidal membership degree, that is 15% lower than the linear 

membership degree. Therefore, study proceeds with the trapezoidal membership degree. Using 

hypothetical assignment costs, six lands in the study area were assigned optimally for agriculture, 

habitable or settled lands, forests, wildlife, reserves and catchments areas, underutilized lands, 

reservations, and barren lands. This will be a great social and environmental service as it will involve 

the re-usage of the lands that are currently abandoned. Furthermore, the findings of this study can be 

extended nationally to save and maintain the land resource in an optimal manner. 

  

Key words: Optimal assignment, Fuzzy assignment, land usage, Hungarian method, Trapezoidal fuzzy 

numbers, waste lands 
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Sinhala Studies as an academic discipline in postcolonial Sri Lanka: 

Insights from Prof. Ediriweera Sarachchandra 

 

Chamila Somirathna1 

 

The discourse of Sinhala literature and theory in particular and the discourse of Sri Lankan academia in 

general, grapple with one significant issue which can be called the lack of a clear and appropriate 

theoretical framework to develop its body of work, express its values, critique itself, and guide itself to 

the future. Prof. Arjuna Parakrama analyses this point elaboratively in his writings and invites the 

scholars to re-visit and re-read the texts they always read with a fresh eye to seek what can be learned 

anew. In the light of this argument, the attention of this research study is paid to explore an appropriate 

and strong theoretical lens that is capable of energizing the discourse of Sinhala studies as an academic 

discipline. Thus, this research study attempts at understanding what we can learn from Prof. Ediriweera 

Sarachchandra, one of the pioneering figures who stabilized Sinhala Studies as an academic discipline 

in postcolonial Sri Lanka. I chose Sarachchandra for few reasons; first, the social recognition of Sinhala 

Studies at the present has got parallels with the social recognition that existed at the time Sarachchandra 

entered the Sinhala academia during the 1950s. At a time when Sinhala Studies struggled to develop 

itself, Sarachchandra made a significant contribution to its flourishing as a discipline and created 

enormous popularity around it not only through his professional and creative works but also through 

his interferences in cultural discourse. As a whole, his body of work exhibited a strong cultural vision 

that was strongly connected to society. University education, Sinhala language, and literature were 

major aspects of his vision. In this light, the current qualitative research study addresses the below 

research questions: How can Sinhala Studies be made contextual? How can Sinhala Studies reach its 

maximum capacity of interfering in the cultural and political life of Sri Lankans? What insights can we 

receive from our pioneering figures, particularly from Prof. Ediriweera Sarachchandra, to overcome 

these problems? The results suggest that making the discipline of Sinhala Studies contextual is 

necessary for its development as a subject with a practical value. Contextualization of Sinhala Studies 

should be done within a strong theoretical framework which would broaden the minds of the scholars 

to the local as well as to the foreign literary cultures. Sarachchandra’s vision that can be named 

“cosmopolitan nationalism” sets an example for what we need to do today to build the future.    

  

Keywords: Sinhala Studies; Ediriweera Sarachchandra; contextual education; cosmopolitan 
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ud¾..; l%uh Tiafia yska§ NdIdj bf.kSfï § u;= jk Yío úoHd;aul fodaI 
ms<sn| úu¾Ykd;aul wOHhkhla  

fm%Au;s,l" tÉ' whs¡1 

 

NdIdj hkq" iÔù udOHh ls' NdIdfjys m%uqL jkafka NdIKh hs' NdIKh u; f,aLkh r|d mj;S' 
úfoaY NdId wOHhkh w;ska neÆ l, úfoaY NdIdjla bf.kSu id¾:l jkafka .=rejrhd iy isiqjd 
uqyqKg uqyqK,d isÿ lrkq ,nk isÿ lrkq ,nk b.ekqï b.ekaùï l%shdj,sh ;=< h' úfYaIfhka wod< 
NdIdfõ uQ,sl WÉpdrK ms<sn| meyeÈ,s wjfndaOlska f;drdj NdIdj ksjerÈj .%yKh lr .ekSu wmyiq 
h' Y%S ,xldfõ w'fmd'i idudkH fm<" w'fmd'i Wiia fm< iy úYajúoHd, uÜgñka úfoaY NdIdjla 
f,i yska§ NdIdj bf.k .kakd isiqka fndfyda m%udKhla isák w;r fldúâ jix.;h yuqfõ oekg 
jir foll muK isg Tjqka yska§ NdIdj bf.k .kq ,nkafka ud¾..; l%uh Tiafia h' fuf,i 
ud¾..; l%uh Tiafia yska§ NdIdj b.ekaùfï § isiqka w;ska isÿjk fláld,Sk iy È.=ld,Sk WÉpdrK 
fodaI ljf¾ o hkak y÷kd.ekSu fuu m¾fhaIfha wruqK úh' fuu m¾fhaIKfha .eg¨j jkafka" 
ud¾..; l%uh Tiafia isÿjk b.ekaùï l%shdj,sh ;=< yska§ NdIdfõ uQ,sl Yío y÷kd.ekSu fl;rï 
ÿrg id¾:l o hkakhs' fuu m¾fhaIKd;aul wOHhkh i|yd 2023 jif¾ w'fmd'i Wiia fm< ,sùug 
kshñ; isiqka 30 fokl=f.ka hq;= ksheÈhla f;dard .kq ,eîh' fuys§ m%Odk jYfhka iïuqL idlÉPd" 
m%YaKdj,s iy iy;sl uQ,dY%h jYfhka fmd;am;a wdY%fhka o f;dr;=re /ia lr .kakd ,§' f;dr;=re 
úYaf,aIKh Yío úoHd;aul uQ,O¾u Tiafia isÿ lrk ,§' fuu m¾fhaIKh u.ska y÷kd.;a .eg¨ 
w;ßka WÉpdrK ia:dkh iy ldrKh .=rejrhdg  fN!;slj fmkaùug wmyiq neúka w¾O ixjD; uOH 
wdl=Ñ; §¾> Yíoh WÉpdrKh wmyiq ùu" w¾O újD; mQ¾j úl=Ñ; §¾> Yíoh WÉpdrKh wmyiq ùu 
ksid isxy, NdIdfõ ztAz Yíohg iudk j WÉpdrKh lsÍfuka f,aLk fodaI yg .ekSu" wkqkdislh 
lsisf,il WÉpdrKh fkdlsÍu" yska§ jdlH wjidkhg zyEŸz mdoh fh§fï§ —zyEz j,g ;s;la tkjd˜ 
hs úia;r lr mejiSu wdÈh m%uqL fõ' ta wkqj" ud¾..; l%uh Tiafia yska§ NdIdj bf.k .ekSfï§ yska§ 
NdIdfõ uQ,sl WÉpdrK l%u rdYshla isiqkag .%yKh lr .ekSug wmyiq nj ks.ukh l< yels h' 

 

m%uqL mo ( —WÉpdrK fodaI¦ NdId wOHhkh¦ ud¾..; wOHdmkh¦ Yío úoHdj¦ yska§ NdIdj'˜ 
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Translation: A Tool of Power and Dominance  

K.A. Nagodawithana1 

 

  

 

The significance of translation has increased unprecedentedly since the latter half of the 1980s. This 

has resulted from the changes in the global landscape due to the drastic reshaping of the political, 

economic, and social systems with the culmination of the world wars, and most importantly, due to the 

expansion of global communication systems. The status-quo further intensified recently, owing to the 

new normal dawned in the midst of Coronavirus pandemic, where uninterrupted and timely information 

flow across borders has become an integral element of human existence. Hence, the present study 

explores the position of the translation in the modern social milieu, as a tool of power and dominance 

between different linguistic communities. Since the study is an exploration of dimensions embedded 

within the societal level, a highly qualitative, in-depth textual analysis of secondary data was conducted 

to garner the necessary data for the study. Books, research papers, newspapers, and historical records 

apropos to the investigation were thus analysed to devise a constructive outcome. The findings 

suggested that the act of translation is not just a linguistic exchange rendering a text written in one 

language in another, but rather a transnational phenomenon involving multiple dimensions of individual 

identity and community representation. The cultural mediation across transactions that cease to 

explicitly involve linguistic exchange provided a testament to the matter within the analysis. Moreover, 

the findings illustrated the formidable role portrayed by translation within the global power networks 

negotiating understanding amid global and local systems transferring information across linguistic 

boundaries. The garnered data indicated that institutions and authorities around the world, employ 

translation as a metaphorical tool in power relations to micromanage the information flow across the 

nations to assert their dominance in the affairs of the states. For instance, an international news bulletin 

is primarily a modulated form of translation transmitted to an audience to elicit a desired, pre-calculated 

response. Similarly, the findings suggested that the superiority of the English language in the 

international space is also promoted with the aid of translation, consolidating its’ position as a link 

language. In contrast, the analysed data also suggested that the importance of fashioning and nurturing 

a national literature mostly subjugated by imperial languages, particularly English, also effectively 

reinforces the role of translation in the linguistic landscape. The findings also encompassed the impact 

the translation of literary texts such as the plays of William Shakespeare or the poems of Lord Byron 

had over revolutionary struggles of the yesteryear including the independence in the Austro-Hungarian 

and Ottoman Empire. Hence, it is evident that in the globalised context of today, translation holds 

considerable prominence as an instrument of power and dominance in terms of its’ universal and 

multidisciplinary nature.    

Keywords: Dominance; Languages; Linguistic boundaries; Power; Translation  
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Needs Analysis on English Teaching for Tourism and Hospitality 

Management Students 

M.A.Muditha Lakmali Manathunga1 

 

  

 

This study examines the need for English language teaching for the Tourism and Hospitality 

Management students in the Sri Lanka Institute of Tourism and Hotel Management. Accordingly, the 

main objective of the study is to investigate whether there is an area to be improved in the English 

course according to the needs of the students and ultimately to develop the course to get the best learning 

outcome from it. This research was conducted in the mixed-method research approach incorporating 

both primary and secondary data. Primary data were collected through questionnaires and semi-

structured interviews and the secondary data were collected through journal articles, magazines, book 

chapters etc. Under the convenience sampling, 30 students who are following the degree program in 

Tourism and hospitality management were selected as the sample of the study. A questionnaire was 

shared in Google forms and conducted semi structured interviews with three students. The interviews 

were conducted after obtaining the responses of the questionnaires to further collect data on the 

responses obtained from the questionnaire. The questionnaire is given online and consists of questions 

comprising 5 categories, namely students’ personal information, students’ need for learning English, 

Language Skills and aspects, satisfaction with the teaching materials and teaching approaches, students’ 

perception about the English learning process. In addition, semi structured interviews were conducted 

to get the necessary information on the use of English language materials and teaching approaches used 

in the classroom. There were 10 questions altogether with two open ended questions and they were 

analyzed using Minitab Statistical Software and Thematic analysis. After analyzing the data, it was 

found that the majority of the students focus to master the speaking and writing skills from the course 

but they are not satisfied with what they have facilitated to master those skills. Most of the time 

traditional language teaching approaches were used in language teaching. Accordingly, the results of 

this need analysis study indicate that new teaching materials focusing on speaking and writing skills 

should be implemented at this institute and there is a need of updating the teaching materials regularly. 

The traditional teaching approaches should be replaced with more interactive teaching approaches such 

as communicative language teaching approach, task-based, content and language integrated teaching 

approach etc.  The teaching materials and approaches should facilitate the needs of the students focusing 

more on practice rather than theory and English for Specific purposes is recommended.  
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ldß hd.h yd yeoau Ydka;sl¾uh ms<sn`o .fõIKd;aul wOHhkhla 

iS' weï' wd¾' mS pkaøfialr1 

 

 

ldß hd.h W!j m<df;a fjfik .eñ ckhd w;r jHdma;j mj;sk w;r yeoau hd;=l¾uh W!j 

yd Bg ;odikak m%foaYhkays fjfik wdÈjdiS ckhd w;r jHdma;j mj;s' ck fldÜGdY 

follg wh;a fuu hd;=l¾u fol kdu follska ye`Èkajqj o fuu Ydka;sl¾uhkays mqo ,nk 

foú foaj;d" hl=ka" hlaIKshkaf.a kdu yd pdß;% jdß;% iudk jk nj olakg ,efí' kdu 

follska ye`oskafjk iudk ,laIK m%lg flfrk hd;=l¾uhla ckj¾. folla w;r 

mj;skafka flfiao hkak fuu m¾fhaIKfha .eg,qj fõ' kdu oaú;ajhlska y`ÿkajk fuu 

hd;=l¾uh w;S;fha mgka mej;s isxy, yd wdÈjdiS ck in`o;d u; ìysjQjla hkak fuu 

m¾fhaIKfha WmkHdihhs' úoaj;=ka wdÈjdiS ckhd i;=j mj;sk yeoau Ydka;sl¾uh ms<sn`o 

m¾fhaIK rdYshla isÿlr we;s w;r Tjqka tu yeoau hkq wdÈjdiS ckhdgu wh;a merKs weoySula 

f,i;a" tu weoySug wh;ajk ish,q wx. o w;S;fha mgka wdÈjdiS ckhd w;f¾ mej;s nj;a 

m¾fhaIKhkays m%;sM, f,i olaj;s' ldß hd.h ms<sn`o f;dr;=re i`oyka jqj o úêu;a 

wOHhkhla ta ms<sn`o isÿj fkdue;' fuu weoySu isxy, yd wdÈjdiS ckhd w;r jHdma; ùug 

n,mdk ,o iudc úoHd;aul yd ckY%e;sl miqìu y`ÿkdf.k m¾fhaIK lafIa;%hg kjuq jQ 

oekqula tla lsÍu fuu m¾fhaIKfha uQ,sl wruqK fõ' udkj ixialD;sh uQ,sl lr isÿ flfrk 

fuu m¾fhaIKh Wfoid udkj jxYfõoS úêl%uh Wmfhda.S lr .kakd ,È' fuu m¾fhaIKh 

Wfoid o;a; /ia lsÍfïoS m%d:ñl idys;H uQ,dY%h hgf;a isxy, yd wdÈjdiS ckhd i;=j mj;sk 

ldß hd.h yd iïnkaO moHdj,s tla lr .;a w;r úfoaYslhkaf.a jd¾;d" .%ka: o mßYS,kh 

lrk ,È' oaú;Sl uQ,dY%h hgf;a fmd;a" i`.rd" m¾fhaIK ,sms wOHhkh lrk ,o w;r iïuqL 

idlÉPd yd ksÍlaIK u`.ska o o;a; /ia lr .kakd ,È' tfia /ia lr .;a o;a; úu¾Ykfha oS 

fuu weoySu ìysùu Wfoid jeä odhl;ajhla isxy, iudcfhka ,eî we;s nj olakg ,enqKs' 

isxy, yd wdÈjdis ckhd w;r mej;s weoys,s úYajdihkays tl;=fjka fuu hd;=l¾uh ìysj 

we;s nj;a" fuu hd;=l¾ufha uQ,dY%h wdÈjdiS ckhdf.ka ìys jQjla fkdjk nj;a olakg 

,enqKs' 

 

m%uqL mo( ldß hd.h" yeoau" wdÈjdiS" isxy," W!j 
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Female Body and the flow of colonization: The Sleeping Dictionary 

J.M.A.K.Jayakody1 

 

Colonialism was a global entity in the world that had amalgamated with drastic economic and political 

dimensions of power. This philanthropic mission had followed by the exploitation of inhabitants in 

backward nations of the world. Significantly, the gender binary disposition upheld by colonialism 

viewed females’ as a stereotypical inferior group and as objects of physical and sexual labor. The 

violence of the colonial establishment had made sexual violence and females’ as a vulnerable specie to 

sexual exploitation. The major objective of the study is to upsize ‘The Sleeping Dictionary’ (2003) by 

Guy Jenkin as a dual categorization of the female body which her objectification created herself as a 

drastic form of resistance to the realm of colonization. The dual-positioning of the non-white female 

body as a powerful entity of resisting colonial hegemony becomes controversial. The research is 

predominantly qualitative in nature and the researcher employed feminist theories of Simon de 

Beauvoir, Judith Butler and the Male Gaze theory of Laura Mulvey with Postcolonial theories of 

Homi.K. Bhabha and Edward.W. Said which utilized the exploitation of the colonized in the guise of a 

philanthropic mission. In analysis and interpretation, the researcher utilizes a Literary and a Content 

analysis. Accordingly, the objectification of the female body as a sleeping dictionary had elevated to a 

position to resist the colonial dominance. The White maser’s desire for the non- European female body 

surpassed hegemonic polarizations imposed by the colonial regime. In a political appeal, the evocation 

of the female to resist the colonizer surpassed the sexual exploitation of herself as a sleeping dictionary 

with the materialization of female emotions by the colonizer. The political appeal to Romance had 

reinforced in a way the extreme objectification of the female body had granted a transitory position by 

her employment of feelings to resist the colonial strata. The practice of learning Indigenous dialects 

through the female body and with erotic teaching aids suggests a different appeal to female exploitation. 

The myth inculcated about the possibility to acquire a dialect in a form of a sexual rapport positioned 

the extent of marginalization imposed on a female body. Selima’s revelation of her generational legacy 

as a sleeping dictionary articulates the long-lasting continuity of sexual objectification. John’s rapport 

with Selima positioned beyond a mere sexual relationship to an authentic rapport. It is through John, 

the colonizer, Selima granted the opportunity to position herself beyond a sexual object. John’s ultimate 

decision to untie with Selima by traversing through a plethora of conflicts and psychological traumas, 

elevated Selima’s successful trajectory from sexual marginalization of colonialism. John’s capability to 

surpass hegemonic ideals of colonialism positioned himself as a humane figure who identified Selima 

more than an object of sexuality. The employment of the gaze of the colonizer to value the colonial 

female body depicts a novice approach to the movie by locating the non- white female body as a 

powerful mechanism to resist the colonial regime. 

Keywords: Colonization; Female body; Sexual; Struggle; Subjugation 
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m%.;sjd§ hq.fha yska§ kjl;djg m%.;sYS,S idys;H jHdmdrfhka isÿjqKq n,mEu 

ms<sn| úuiqula 

wd¾' tï' mS' tia' tï' r;akdhl1 

 

 

 

zm%.;sYS,S idys;H jHdmdrhZ kQ;k yska§ idys;Hh yerjqï ,CIhla fj; mßj¾;kh lrk m%n, Ñka;k 
moaO;shla f,i úpdrlhkaf.a idlÉPdjg ,la ù we;' zm%.;sYS,s;ajhZ úYaùh ixl,amhla jk w;r 1917 
isÿ jQ Tlaf;daïn¾ úma,jfhka miq hqfrdamh flakaø lr.ksñka idys;H jHdmdrhla f,i f.dv 
kef.kakg úh' 1930 oYlfha uOH Nd.fha § Wiia wOHdmkh i|yd tx.,ka;hg f.dia isá bkaÈhdkq 
;reK nqoaêu;=ka úiska zm%.;sYS,S idys;Hh ixl,amhZ bkaÈhdjg y÷kajd fok ,§' bkaÈhdkq f,aLlhka 
úiska w;sW;al¾Ij;a wkaoñka m%.;sYS,S idys;Hfha úYsIag wruqKq ms<s.;a w;r 1936 § fma%ïpkaoaf.a 
uQ,sl;ajfhka zNdr;Sh m%.;sYS,S f,aLl ix.uhZ msysgqjk ,È' tys m%;sM,h jQfha m%.;sjd§ hq.h kñka 
yskaos idys;Hfha hq.hla wdrïN ùuh' ta wkqj fuu wOHhkfha wruqK jkafka m%.;sjd§ hq.fha yska§ 
idys;H flrys zm%.;sYS,s idys;H jHdmdrh fldf;la ÿrg n,mE we;s o hkak úuiqug ,la lsÍuh' by; 
m%.;sYS,S idys;H jHdmdrfha n,mEu yskaÈ .oH" moH iy úpdr hk fCIa;% ;=kgu tl fia .e<msh 
yelsh' tfy;a wOHhkfha myiqj i|yd m%.;sjd§ hq.hg wh;a f;dard.;a iqúfYaI .oH lD;s Tiafia 
wOHhkfha wruqK idCId;a lr.ekSu i|yd wjOdkh fhduq lr we;'  

   

uqLH mo( zz m%.;sYS,s idys;Hh; m%.;sYS,S idys;H jHdmdrh; Ndr;Sh m%.;sYS,S f,aLl ix.uh; fma%ïpkaoa; m%.;sjdoaZZ 
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Personal Deixis in Hindi and Sinhala Languages 

Hasara Dasuni Hirimuthugoda1 

 

Pragmatics is a subfield of linguistics which is concerned on how speech situation or context shapes 

meaning of a communicative act. Pragmatics focuses on conversational implicatures and factors like 

situational context, mental status of the individuals and proceeding dialogues shape what speaker 

implies and a listener infers. Deixis belongs to the field of pragmatics and it refers to the phenomenon 

where meaning of words and phrases in an utterance require contextual information to understand the 

meaning. Deictic words are bound to the context linguistically or extra-linguistically. There are five 

deictic categories identified in literature: personal deixis, spatial deixis, temporal deixis, social deixis 

and discourse deixis. Personal deixis or person deixis deals with the correct identification of the 

grammatical persons used to refer to the speaker, addressee or any other person or an animal. Personal 

deixis is mainly focused on pronouns. First and second person pronouns typically refer to the speaker 

and hearer of the speech context, whereas third person pronouns refer to the non-speech or narrated 

participant. This research was focused to find how to identify personal deixis in Hindi and Sinhala 

languages with special reference to the use of pronouns. Hence, first person, second person and third 

person pronouns are considered as the limitation of the study. Research questions of this research were 

who are referred by the pronouns used in an utterance in Hindi and Sinhala, how much occurrences are 

made when the pronouns change with the use of cases and how the deictic meaning of a pronoun is 

conferred in an utterance? This comparative study is based on personal findings about deictic meanings 

and literature review based on personal deixis and the use of pronouns in Hindi and Sinhala languages. 

It was discovered through the research that the pronouns which refer to personal deixis and the pronouns 

used to refer to proximal and distant human or non-human beings are higher in number in Sinhala in 

comparison with Hindi because of diglossia, which means the use of two varieties of the same language 

for speaking and writing. In contrary, number of occurrences which are made when the pronouns change 

with the use of cases are higher in Hindi than Sinhala. In addition, the use of pronouns which connote 

honor, disrespect and equal status is evident in both Hindi and Sinhala and their number is higher in 

Sinhala than in Hindi. These deictic differences in Hindi and Sinhala languages must be taken into 

consideration in utterances as well as Hindi to Sinhala and vice versa translations. Adaptation or the use 

of proper nouns can be suitable in occasions where the meaning becomes ambiguous when using 

pronouns. This research can be useful for Sinhala learners of Hindi and Hindi learners of Sinhala to 

identify the differences of personal deixis of Hindi and Sinhala languages. Moreover, understanding of 

deictic differences can be useful in Hindi to Sinhala and vice versa translations. 
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Borrowing as a technique of translating fantasy nomenclature in 

audiovisual translation: A comparative study 

Amaya Nanayakkara1 

 

Nomenclature is a system of devising names for things in a particular field of arts or sciences by an 

individual or a community. The genre of fantasy films in audiovisual translation (AVT) is generally 

rich with unique nomenclature specific to various fictitious fantasy cultures that are far from the real 

world. Borrowing is a technique of translation that refers to the utilisation of the same word in the target 

text as it is found in the source text when equivalent terms are not available in the target language (TL). 

With the unavailability of corresponding terms for such fictitious nomenclature in a TL, borrowing 

becomes a befitting translation technique for such terms. The present study investigates the extent to 

which borrowing is utilised in translating nomenclature in fantasy films in the two most prominent 

approaches of AVT; Subtitling and Dubbing, and assesses the acceptability of using borrowing for the 

translation of such terms in each approach. Both qualitative and quantitative methodologies are 

followed in the present study. The English source script and Sinhala subtitled and dubbed scripts of the 

film trilogy, The Lord of the Rings, were chosen as sample material for the study. The nomenclature 

that appears on the films referring to people and places were selected for the analysis. From the relevant 

nomenclature, the terms translated through the technique of borrowing were first identified. The 

translation quality assessment model by Nababan et al., which allows a third party to rate the 

acceptability of translations was employed in the present study as a tool of analysis where a group of 

five AVT experts were asked to assess the acceptability of the utilisation of borrowing as a translation 

technique. It was identified that, out of the total 157 nomenclature in the English source scripts referring 

to people and places, 125 terms (79.62%) in the subtitled version and 101 terms (64.33%) in the dubbed 

version had been translated through the technique of borrowing thereby suggesting that both approaches 

follow the technique of borrowing in translating most of the nomenclature. In assessing the acceptability 

of the utilisation of borrowing in translating nomenclature, the ratings of the experts have demonstrated 

that, out of the 125 borrowed terms in the subtitled version referring to people and places, 54 terms 

(43.2%) were less acceptable, and 71 terms (56.8%) were not acceptable. Out of the 101 borrowed terms 

in the dubbing translation, 74 terms (73.27%) were marked acceptable, and 27 terms (26.73%) were 

marked less acceptable. It was observed through the qualitative analysis that the borrowed terms which 

are marked as not acceptable in the subtitled version were directly borrowed and displayed in English 

spellings in the form of pure borrowings, thereby affecting the standard Sinhala language norms. Even 

though the terms are also directly borrowed in the dubbed version, they are adapted towards the TL 

through Sinhala spellings in the dubbing script, thus making them naturalised borrowings. In contrast 

to subtitled borrowings that are expected to be read, dubbed borrowings are only heard by the audience 

without influencing the readability factor. The study concludes that in translating nomenclature, 

borrowings in the form of naturalised borrowing are much likely to be acceptable in AVT than pure 

borrowings. 

Keywords: Audiovisual translation; Borrowing; Dubbing; Nomenclature; Subtitling 
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“Gender Equality in Contemporary Indian Society” – Based on Raja Ram 

Mohan Roy's Thoughts and Activities. 

G.Tharsiga1 

 

 

Rajaram Mohan Roy is seen as one of those who spoke out against superstition in contemporary Indian 

history. The corruption, evil, and superstitions found in traditional India are still followed in some 

places. Raja Ram Mohan Roy clarified through his thoughts and activities the necessity and need of the 

Indian people to adapt themselves not only to their traditional cultural base but also to the present 

context. The Brahmo Sabha movement was also the basis for implementing this. The significance of 

women in his reformation thoughts may have attracted everyone's attention. His thoughts and activities 

for gender equality that all rights should be available and respected for women as well as men were the 

basis for highlighting him as a feminist male. He firmly stated that women are not inferior to men 

morally and intellectually. Here the objectives of this study are to analyze the thoughts and activities of 

gender equality by Raja Ram Mohan Roy and to evaluate its significance and impact in contemporary 

India. The data required for this study are secondary data. This study is an innovative study that analyzes 

the ideas and activities put forward by Raja Ram Mohan Roy to uphold women's rights as a starting 

point for gender equality. Historical, analytical, and descriptive methodologies were used here as 

research methodologies. A qualitative technique was used in this study. This study was based on 

secondary data. Texts, research articles, journals, and e-resources related to Rajaram Mohan Roy were 

also used here as secondary sources. Some of the superstitions found in traditional India were found to 

be more detrimental to the welfare of women. In particular, he observed that traditions such as satti and 

female infanticide were threatening the very survival of women. He was well aware that gender equality 

was a fundamental human right and a necessary foundation for a peaceful, prosperous and stable world 

and sought to build a modern India through gender equality.   

 

Keywords: Gender equality, Advancement of women, Satti, Female infanticide, Superstition. 
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yska§ iy isxy, NdIdj, nyqjpk mo ks¾udKh lsÍfï kS;s ;=,kd;aul 
wOHhkhla 

ckks uqodf.a1 

 

 

NdIdjl jHqyh ks¾udKh ùfï § Yío" wl=re" jpk" mo" jdlH wdÈh b;d jeo.;a idOl fõ' ´kEu 
NdIdjl uqLH jHdlrK fldgi f,i  jpk yÿkajd Èh yels h' tys § jpk - taljpk iy nyqjpk 
f,i fldgia follg fnod fjka lsÍu NdId jHdlrKfha iqúfYaI idOlhls' yska§ iy isxy, hk 
NdId foflys u ud;D NdIdj ixialD; NdIdj ùu fya;=fjka fuu NdId foflys u iudk;d 
fndfyduhla m%;HlaI f,i y`ÿkd .; yels h' yska§ iy isxy, hk NdId foflys u taljpk nyqjpk 
ks¾udKh lsÍfï kS;s iqúfYaI jHdlrK wx.hla f,i wOHhkhg ,la l< yels h' tu kS;s ud,dj 
ieliSfï § yska§ NdIdfõ § ,sx. fNaoh mokï lr.ekSu;a isxy, NdIdfõ § m%dKjdÖ wm%dKjdÖ nj 
mokï lr.ekSu;a iqúfYaI idOlhls' ta wkqj NdId foflys§ u jpkhlg m%;H tla lsÍfuka o 
jpkhlska m%;H bj;a lsÍfuka o we;eï úg lsisÿ fjkila isÿ fkdlsÍfuka o taljpk nyqjpk mo 
idOkh lrkq ,nhs' ta wkqj yska§ iy isxy, NdIdj,  taljpk nyqjpk mo ks¾udKh lsÍfï kS;s 
ms<sno ;=,kd;aul wOHhkhla isÿ lsÍu fuu m¾fhaIKfha wruqK jk w;r yska§ iy isxy, NdIdj, 
taljpk nyqjpk mo ks¾udKh lsÍfï § iudk;d fuka u wiudk;d o ksÍlaIKh l< yels nj fuu 
wOHhkfha § ks.ukh l< yels h'   

   

uqLH mo( zztaljpk; nyqjpk; m%;H; jHdlrK kS;sZZ 
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Wvrg fjia k¾;kfha woH;k úfYaI;d ms<sn`o úYaf,aIKhla 

Bhagya R.A. Madhusankha1  

 

 

 

 

Wvrg k¾;k iïm%odfha m%Odk;u k¾;k l%uh fjia k¾;khhs' —fjiã  hkafkys w¾:h fõYh fyj;a 
Wml,ams; fmkqu hkakhs' fuys§ Wvrg k¾;k Ys,amSkaf.a u;h fjia we÷u hkq u,h rcqf.a isõ iegla 
wdNrK lÜg,fhka yß wvla nj;a th fldfydUd foúhkaf.a we÷ï lÜg,h nj;ah' tksid fjia we÷u 
yd fjia k¾;kh ;=< weoys,s yd úYajdi iu. ne÷kq mQcd¾:hla .eíù we;' wx. iïmQ¾K fjia we÷ñka 
ieriqKq Ys,amshd —hla foiaid˜ f,i y÷kajhs' w;S;fha§ fldfydUd lxldßh" j,shl=u" lvjr lxldßh 
wd§ Wvrg Ydka;sl¾u j,g muKla fjia we÷u yd fjia kegqu Ndú;d lr we;s w;r fuh ;dKavj 
,laIK j,ska hq;= mqreI md¾Yjh muKla bÈßm;a lrk k¾;khls' hg;a úcs; iufha§ we;s jQ iudc" 
wd¾Ól yd foaYmd,ksl ;;ajhka ksid fjia k¾;kh fmr ;;ajfhka ñ§ úfkdaodiajdoh uq,a jQ k¾;k 
l%uhla f,i mßj¾;kh ù we;' woH;kh jk úg fuys uQ,sl Ndú;hka yd yr moaO;Ska .s,syS yqfola 
fmryer " m%N+ka ms<s.ekSug yd m%didx.sl fõÈld k¾;khla yd ixpdrl m%j¾Ok wx.hla ù we;' 
tfukau 20 jk ishjfia uq,a Nd.fha ldka;djka k¾;khg msúiSu yd pkaøf,aLd fmf¾rd uy;añh yd 
miq lsysm j;djlau ldka;djka fjia wdNrK me<| k¾;kh lsÍu isÿ úh' fuu ;;ajhka u; 
idïm%odhsl fjia k¾;kfha we;s wruqKq mQcd¾:h ;dKavj ,laIK yd p,k ;=< w¾: ksIam;a;s jeks 
úfYaI;d woH;kh ;=< olakg ,efío hkak úu¾YKh fuys wOHhk .eg`tj úh' tu.ska woH;k 
fjia k¾;kh ;=< olakg ,efnk úfYaI;d ljf¾±hs fidhd ne,Su fuys wruqK fõ' udkj jxY 
m¾fhaIKhkag wh;a fuu wOHhkfhaoS .=Kd;aul l%ufõoh yd o;a; ,nd .ekSfï § m%d:ñl uQ,dY%" 
oaú;shsl uQ,dY% fhdod .eKsks' lafIa;% wOHhk hgf;a lE.,a," l=reKE.," uykqjr m%foaYj, mdrïmßl 
hla foys .=rejre wg fofkla iu`. idlÉPd lsßu isÿúh' fldfydUd lxldßh fmryer" ixo¾YK yd 
ms<s.ekSï fyda k¾;k wjia:d ksÍlaIKh yd Ys,amSka iu. idlÉPd lsÍu ;=<ska o o;a; ,nd .ekSu isÿ 
úh' mqia;ld, wOHhkh ;=<ska oaú;shsl uQ,dY% mßYS,kh lr ks.uk j,g t<ôKs' woH;kfha mqoa.,hd 
;u úúO wruqKq idlaId;a lr .eksug Ydka;sl¾u meje;aùu b;d úr, ù we;s w;r fjia k¾;kh yd 
ne÷kq Wvrg Ydka;sl¾u olakg ÿ¾,Nh' Wvrg fjia kegqu Ydka;sl¾u j,g jvd úfkdaodiajdoh" 
jdKsc wruqKq Wfoid iudc .; ù we;s nj meyeÈ,s úh' újdy W;aij yd wdrdê; ms<s.ekSï wdÈhg;a 
fõÈld k¾;khg;a fmryer k¾;khg;a fuu k¾;k l%uh iq,nj Ndú;d fõ' woH;kh ;=, fjia 
wdNrK ks¾udKh" ysi fjia ;eîu wdÈho ksis m%ñ;Ska yd pdß;%dkql+,j isÿ jk nj o .eg`t iy.;h' 
tfukau fjia k¾;kh yd ne|s idïm%odhsl yr moaO;Ska yd Ydka;sl¾u k¾;k bf.kSu i|yd kjl 
Ys,amSkaf.a m%jk;djh wvqh' fjia we÷ï ieriS wx." m%;Hdx." Wmdx. úfkdaodiajdoh msKsi p,kh lsßu 
úkd fjia k¾;kh yia; yd mdo p,kj, w¾: ksIam;a;sh yd wdOHd;añl ,laIK woH;kh ;=< .s,syS 
hñka we;s nj;a  fuu wOHhkh ;=<ska wkdjrKh úh'  
 

m%uqL mo # fjia k¾;kh" woH;kh" Wvrg k¾;kh" fjia weÿu  
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Positioning Analysis and Small Stories of English Language and 

Employability 

Nadeeka Ariyadasa1 

 

 

 

There has been a surge of interest in the narrative construction of identities in social research. Much 

of this research focuses on interview narratives or “big stories” that are produced by engaging in 

reflection, therefore termed “Sunday performances”. However, identity is an ongoing performance 

constructed in moment-to-moment interactions or “small stories”. Drawing on Bamberg’s Narrative 

Positioning Analysis, this study examines construction of identities in a small story produced within a 

research interview conducted by the researcher with an English-medium undergraduate student as part 

of a larger research project. In the small story under analysis, the student voices her concerns and fears 

about the difficulty of accessing opportunities for internship, which is a compulsory requirement for 

completion of the degree programme, and by employing positioning analysis, this paper shows how an 

individual’s personal problems are situated within wider social processes. It illustrates that identities 

constructed in the local level of interaction are linked to ideologies and wider discourses about English 

language and employability, and provides insights into processes that are implicated in the experiences 

of undergraduate students with low English proficiency. This paper also shows how interlocutors align 

with and also counter these ideologies and wider discourses. Findings suggest that interpretation of 

interlocutors’ positioning should be based on close analysis of discourse at the level of local interaction 

as well as understanding of larger discourses underlying unequal relations of power. This study 

contributes to the growing field of narrative research that occupies a middle ground between the 

approaches that are exclusively focused on the local interaction and those on macro social processes in 

understanding identity construction and negotiation.  

  

Keywords: Narrative; Small stories; Identity; Positioning analysis; English language learning 
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Portrayal of War through Literature: A Critical Literature Review of the 

Sri Lankan Anglophone Writers 

S. Bamunusinghe1, C. D. Senaratne2 

 

 

Between 1983 and 2009, Sri Lanka experienced a bleak and violent war that had a significant 

political, cultural, and economic impact on the country's social setting. Domains of English, Sinhala, 

and Tamil literature in Sri Lanka also changed during this period, and a number of poems, fiction, 

drama, and films were written in response to the war, both during and after it ended. The Sri Lankan 

Anglophone writers who produce literature in response to the war, represents residential Sri Lankans as 

well as the authors of the diaspora. This critical literature review examines the contribution of Sri 

Lankan Anglophone literature to literary scholarship and explores the role it fulfills in portraying the 

war in Sri Lanka through literature. An ample number of studies pertaining to Sri Lankan Anglophone 

literature were reviewed and the study also selected four novels which are set against the backdrop of 

the war to identify the role that they play in portraying war through literature. Findings of the review 

indicate that some critics consider Sri Lankan Anglophone literature as a platform which plays a 

substantial role as a mode for dialogue and reconciliation while some consider it as literary compositions 

created by the English-speaking class for its own class. The selected novels show that they fulfill the 

role of a messenger and present the war and the country’s collective tragedy to the outer world through 

literary compositions, surpassing censored war records. This review concludes that the Sri Lankan 

Anglophone literature plays a significant role as a medium for communication and reconciliation, 

although it is not written or read by the non-Anglophone majority of the country. 

   

Keywords: “War in Sri Lanka; Sri Lankan Anglophone Literature; Medium for Communication and 
Reconciliation” 
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inr.uq k¾;k iïm%odhfha .S uvq Ydka;sl¾ufha r`.uv, ks¾udKh lsÍu 
fmros. ixialD; kdgHfha wdo¾Yhls hkak úu¾Ykd;aul wOHhkhla' 

 

                         ú;dru,df.a  y¾IK uOqIxl ú;drK1 

 

 

isxy, kdgHh iïNdjH ixialD; kdgHfhka fmdaIKh jq njg idOl rdYshla yuqjk w;r we;eï 
úpdrlhskao wkqo;a u;hls' fmrÈ. ixialD; kdgHh iïm%odfhys uq,sl moku kdgHYdia;%h weiqre 
fldg mj;S' idys;H lD;SkayS i|yka f;dr;=re fukau j¾;udkh jk úg;a fYaIj mj;sk isxy, u~q 
Ydka;sl¾u i,ld ne,Sfï § furg m%dix.sl l,d flfrys kdgHYdia;%fha n,mEu ;yjqre fõ' tys 
m%;sM,hla jYfhka  inr.uq k¾;k iïm%odhfha .S u~q rx.kh flfrys o kdgHYdia;%fha n,mEu ,eî 
we;s nj .S u~q rx.kh ms<sn| yuq ù we;s msgm;a mÍlaIdfjka ;yjqre fõ' .S u~q rx.kh iqúfYaIS 
jkqfha m;a;sks foúhkaf.a Wm;a l;d we;=¿ mka;siaflda,auqr rx.kh lrñka mqrd Èk y;la meje;aùu 
fya;=fjks'  .S u~qj rx. .;  lsÍu i|yd bÈlrkq ,nk m%Odk ia:dkh rÕ uv, ke;fyd;a rx. 
uKavmh hkqfjka y÷kajkq ,efí' foaYSh jYfhka .;a l, u~q hd.hka i|yd j¾;udkfha olakg 
,efnkqfha oej o~q fhdod ì;a;s rys;j ;djld,sl jYfhka ilia lrkq ,nk bÈlsÍuls' tfy;a ixialD; 
kdgHhkayS kdgH.Dyh bÈlsÍu ì;a;s iys; jq bÈlsÍuls' ta wkqj .S u~q Ydka;sl¾ufha rx. uKavmh 
ks¾udKh lsÍu fmrÈ. ixialD; kdgHfha ks¾foaY mokï j f.dvke.=fKa o hkak uq,sl .eg¿j 
lr.ksñka fuu m¾fhaIKh isÿ flß‚' miqld,Sk .S u~q rx.kh yd msgm;a ie,lSfï § kdgH úIhhsl 
Ydia;%Sh oekqu fjkqjg mqoa., wNsu;hka wkqj lghq;= lrkq olakg ,efí' .S u~qfjys kHdh miqìu 
y÷kd.ekSu fuys § ldf,daÑ; jHdhduhla fjhs' fuys m¾fhaIK l%uh jYfhka mqia;ld, m¾fhaIKh 
fhdod.kq ,nk w;r iïuqL idlÉPd" m%dfhda.sl .S u~q rx.k keröu u.ska /ialr.;a f;dr;=re o;a; 
wOHkhg yd úYaf,aIKhg fhdod.kq ,efí' tys m%;sM,hla f,i .S u~q rx.kfha rxÕ uKavmh 
ks¾udKh kdgHYdia;%fha ks¾foaYhka wkq.ukh fldg mj;sk wdldrh m%;HlaI fjhs' fuys § ,dxflah 
wkkH;dj o" Ndr;Sh kHdh miqìu o uekúka m%fhdackhg f.k we;'  

m%uqL mo  - inr.uq" iïm%odh" .S u~qj" rx. N+ñh" fmrÈ. 
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Using multimodal texts to enhance learner engagement during online 

classes 

H.K.P.Dineshika1 

   

 

The dynamic nature of technology has influenced the field of education and it is evident during the 

Covid 19 pandemic situation. The multimodal approach on literacy is based on the assumption that 

meanings are made through many representational and communicational resources which encompass 

linguistic, visual, audio, gestural and special designs. Therefore, the use of multimodal texts in language 

classrooms especially the ones based on technology has shed light on the prospect of bringing all the 

means of meaning-making into effective methods of learning. Thus, a shift in the literacy pedagogy 

from conventional teaching approaches to contemporary teaching approaches by enabling integration 

of technology into English as Second Language (ESL) classroom is essential. Therefore, the teachers 

can incorporate various multimodal texts into their lessons especially in the online class context to 

motivate their students and enhance learner engagement. Thus, this research study is attempted to 

identify the effectiveness of incorporation of varied multimodal texts types for different purposes of the 

lessons to enhance learner engagement in the virtual classroom during the Covid pandemic situation in 

Sri Lanka which is consisted of two research questions; a) How the use of multimodal text can enhance 

learners’ engagement in the lessons?  b) What are the learners’ perceptions about the use of varied types 

of multimodal texts in the virtual ESL classroom? The study was carried out using action research with 

both quantitative and qualitative instruments for one month time period. The sample was 35 students 

from grade 10 at H/Thalawa Vidyalaya. All the teaching sessions integrated various multimodal texts 

that are appropriate for both learners and the lesson objectives. Each lesson was consisted of at least 

one multimodal text. The lessons were created to teach at least one aspect of four language skills, 

grammar or vocabulary. The Google classroom, presentations slides, videos, Padlet, Slido, Google 

forms, chat options (Zoom and WhatsApp) were incorporated into lessons. The quantitative data were 

gathered through a survey distributed through Google forms. The qualitative data were gathered through 

questionnaires, semi-structured interviews. Moreover, the observations and reviewing students work 

were used as the data collection methods to further affirm the findings. The gathered quantitative data 

from questionnaires were analyzed using SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences). As the 

learners have responded in their mother tongue before the qualitative data analysis those responses were 

translated into English without any meaning changing. Later those qualitative data were analyzed using 

thematic analysis. Through this study, it is found that the use of learner-friendly and familiar multimodal 

text types could enhance learner engagement highly and the learners have a positive attitude towards 

the use of various multimodal text types for different purposes in the language classroom. The results 

of the present study will make the teachers aware of the value and effectiveness of using varied 

multimodal text types in their English classroom especially during the virtual class as a strategy to 

enhance the learner motivation, interest and engagement with the lesson.  

 

Keywords: Multimodal texts, ESL, Online learning, 
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inr.uq k¾;khg wod< m%dfhda.sl fldgia  ud¾..; l%uh Tiafia b.ekaùu 
ms<sno úoHd¾Ókaf.a wdl,am yÿkd .ekSu 

tÉ'mS'ta iqf,dapkd1 

 

 

 

fldúâ jix.; ;;a;ajfhka  YS% ,xldfõ úúO lafIa;%hka fukau wOHdmk lafIa;%h o miqnEulg ,la 
úh' ta ioyd úl,am l%ufõohla f,i ud¾..; wOHdmk l%uhg wkq.;úKs' th mdi,a" úYajúoHd, 
fukau nyq;rhla wOHdmk wdh;khkays j¾;udkfha l%shd;auljk l%ufõohls' úYajúoHd, wOHdmkh 
;=< k¾;kh jeks úIhka o fuu l%ufõohg wkq.; ùug isÿ j we;' ud¾..; l%uh Tiafia inr.uq 
m%dfhda.sl foaYk meje;aùu ms<sn| úoHd¾Òkaf.a wdl,amh y÷kd.ekSu fuu m¾fhaIKfha uq,sl wruqK 
hs' jix.; ld,h ;=< inr.uq k¾;khg wod< m%dfhda.sl foaYk ud¾..; l%ufõoh Tiafia meje;aùu 
id¾:l l%ufõohla f,i Ndú; l< yels o hk .eg¨fhys msysgd fuu m¾fhaIKh isÿlrk ,§' fuh 
id¾:l l%ufõohla f,i Ndú; l< yelshs hk WmkHdifha msysgd isÿlrk ,o .=Kd;aul m¾fhaIKhls' 
o;a; /ia lsÍfï § m%d:ñl yd oaú;Shsl uq,dY%h Ndú; flreKs' m%d:ñl uq,dY%h hgf;a iïuqL idlÉPd 
l%uh yd ud¾..; m%Yakdj,s l%uh Ndú; úh' ifya;=l ksheÈlrKh hgf;a YS% chj¾Okmqr 
úYajúoHd,fha inr.uq úIh yodrk isiqka 30 fofkl= o;a; odhlhka f,i fhdod .kakd ,§' oaú;Shsl 
uq,dY%h hgf;a m¾fhaIK ,sms mrsYS,kh lrk ,§' nyq;rhla úoHd¾Ókag wdOqksl k¾;k iïm%odhla 
jk inr.uq úIh ud¾..; l%uh Tiafia b.ekaùfï § ta ioyd úúO b.ekaùï l%ufõohka Ndú; lrk 
,§ 'l%udkql+, b.ekaùu rgdj" foaYkh wdrïN lsÍug m%:u fmr foaYkfha fldgia wdj¾ckh lsÍu"  
ùäfhda mg f,i mdvug wod< fldgia foaYljrhdg ,nd §u yd tys m%;sfmdaIK jd¾:d isiqkag ,nd 
§u" inr.uq iïm%odh ;=< foaYkhg wod< ks¾udKYS,s l%shdldrlïj, ksr;lrùu" úoHd¾Ókaf.ka iajhx 
we.hSï jd¾:d ,nd .ekSu wdÈ l%ufõohka fuu  ud¾..; l%ufha Ndú; leßKs' tfuka u foaYljrhdf.a 
b.ekaùï rgdj m%n,j u n,mdk idOlhla nj;a úIhg we;s ms%h;djh yd kj b.ekaùï l%ufõohkag 
we;s reÑl;ajh fya;=fjka  foaYkj,g by< iyNd.S;ajhla we;s nj;a m¾fhaIKh ;=<ska wkdjrKh 
úh' úäfhda ;srh újD; lr foaYkhg iyNd.Sùu ;=<ska iïm%odfha wx.ydr OdrKhlr.ekSu yd 
.=rejrhd w;r ukd iïnkaO;djla mj;ajd .ekSug yels nj m¾fhaIKfha § wkdjrKh jqjls' foaYk 
id¾:lj mj;ajdf.k hdug  foaYljrhdf.a b.ekaùï rgdj yd bf.kqï wdOdrlhka m%Odk jYfhka 
n,md we;' ta wkqj jix.; ld,h ;=< inr.uq k¾;khg wod< m%dfhda.sl foaYk ud¾..; l%uh 
Tiafia meje;aùu id¾:l l%ufõohla f,i Ndú; l< yels nj;a ta ms<sno hym;a wdl,amhla úoHd¾Óka 
;=< mj;sk nj;a m¾fhaIKfhka wkdjrKh úh  

 

 

 

m%uqL mo - úYajúoHd," inr.uq k¾;k" wOHdmk" ud¾..; 

 

 

 

 

1NdId"ixialD;sl wOHhk yd m%dix.sl l,d wOHkdxYh" YS% chj¾Okmqr úYajúoHd,h" kqf.af.dv" YS% ,xld 
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my;rg Ydka;sl¾uhka ys wd;=rhd m%,h lsÍu i|yd Ydka;sl¾u Ys,amshd Ndú; 
l< fudayk úêl%u 

Chanaka N.G Sampath
 

foaYSh k¾;k iïm%odh;%h w;=ßka my;rg k¾;k iïm%odfha hl=ka Wfoid mj;ajk Ydka;sl¾uhka ys  
wd;=rhd m%,h jk wjia:d oel.; yelsh'wd;=rhd m%,h lsÍu i|yd Ydka;sl¾u Ys,amshd úúo úêl%u 
Ndú; lrhs'kQ;k ngysr fudayk úoHdfõ Ndú; úêl%u my;rg Ydka;sl¾u Ys,amshd wd;=rhd m%,h 
lsÍu i|yd Ndú; lf<a o hk .eg¨j ms<sn| wOHhkh lsÍu fuu.ska isÿflf¾'tfia wOHhkh lsÍu 
u.ska my;rg Ydka;sl¾uhka ys wd;=rhd m%,h lsÍug Ydka;sl¾u Ys,amshd Ndú; l< úêl%u yd 
iudk;djhla kQ;k ngysr úoHdfõ§ ffjoHjreka Ndú; lrk nj meyeÈ,s úh'idys;H uQ,dY%h 
wOHhkh"iïuqL idlÉPd yd iyNd.S;aj ksÍlaIK u.ska fulS m¾fhaIKh i|yd wjYH o;a; 
/ialr.kakd ,È'fuu m¾fhaIKh .=Kd;aul m¾fhaIK l%ufõohg wkql+,j m%mxpfõ§ kHdh hgf;a 
isÿ  l< w;r fuu m¾fhaIK i|yd fhdod .kakd uQ,dY% fldgia folla hgf;a oelaúh yelsh'ප්රාථමික 

මුලාශ්ර wOHhkh hgf;a úêu;a wOHdmk lafIa;%fha úYajúoHd, wdpd¾hjreka fukau mdi,a .=rejreka 
iuÕ idlÉPd lr o;a; /ialr .kakd ,os'úfYaIfhkau wúêu;a wOHdmk lafIa;%h hgf;a ;;a 
m¾fhaIK lghq;a;g iDcq odhl;ajhla olajk Ydka;sl¾u Ys,amSka yd idlÉPd fldg o;a; /ialr 
.kakd ,os'ද්වීතීක මුලාශ්ර wOHhkh hgf;a f.da,Sh ;=,kd;aul wOHhkh tkï wka;¾cd, mßYS,kh o" 
kHdhd;aul yd ixl,amSh idys;H f,i m¾fhaIKd;aul .%ka: yd ,sms wOHhkh o"ixl,amSh idys;H 
f,i Ydka;sl¾u Ys,amSka i;= w;a msgm;a mßYS,kh lsÍug o"wkqNdú; idys;H f,i ;;a úYh lafIa;%h 
hgf;a iïmdokh ù we;s uqøs; .%ka:"iÕrd ,sms wOHhkh l<y'tfukau lafIa;% .fõYkh hgf;a 
iyNd.S;aj ksÍlaIK u.ska Ydka;sl¾u keröfuka fuu m¾fhaIKhg wod, o;a; /ialr .kakd ,os' 

;jo m¾fhaIKhg iu.dój m%Yakdj,shla iliafldg ;;a úIh lafIa;%fhys kshef<k mdrïmßl 
Ys,amSka"fudayk úoHdj iïnkaofhka lghq;= lrk ffjoHjreka yd foaYljreka iuÕ idlÉPd lr o;a; 
/ialr.kakd ,È'tu o;a; úYaf,aIKh u.ska kQ;k ngysr fudayk úoHdfõ Ndú; úêl%u my;rg 
Ydka;sl¾u Ys,amshd wd;=rhd m%,h lsÍug Ndú; lrk úêl%u yd iudk;djhla olajk nj meyeÈ,s 
úh'wd;=rhd mÍlaId lsÍfuka wdrïN jk Ydka;sl¾u"Ydka;sl¾u Èkfha§ Ys,amshd úiska hd.h 
f.dvk.k wdldrh yd wd;=r uki Woa§mkh lsÍug fukau wd;=rhdg iqjhla ,nd§ug Ndú; lrk 
Ys,am l%u"kQ;k ngysr fudayk ffjoH ffjoHjreka frda.shd mÍlaIdlrk uq,a wjia:dfõ isg frda.shd 
fudaykh lr m%;sldr ,ndfok wjia:dj olajd isÿjk l%shdj,sh yd tlsfklg iudk;djhla 
olajhs'kQ;k fudayk úoHdfõ§ mqoa., uki yd iïnkao fjñka frda. iqjm;a lsÍfï l%shdj,shla isÿlrk 
w;r ta i|yd ffjoH úoHd;aul l%ufõohkao mj;S'tlS l%ufõohka ñksia ukig jvd;a f.dapr jk 
whqßka f.dvk.d we;s w;r ta yd iudkj foaYSh Ydka;sl¾u Ys,amshd o wd;=rhf.a udkisl iqjh muKla 
fkdj YdÍßl jYfhka mj;sk frda. iqjm;a lsÍug m%,h lsÍu Ndú; lrhs'kQ;k ngysr fudayk úoHdfõ 
we;s úêl%u foaYSh Ydka;sl¾uhka ys o oel.; yelsùu úfYaI;ajhls'wd;=rhd m%,h lsÍfuka frda. 
iqjm;a lsÍu fuu.ska isÿfõ'ta wkqj Ydka;sl¾u Ys,amSka wd;=rhd m%,h lsÍfï úêl%u l%uj;aj isÿl< 
nj;a tu l%shdj,sh kQ;k ngysr fudayk Ys,aml%uj,g iudk;djhla we;s nj;a ;yjqre úh'my;rg 
Ydka;sl¾uhkays Ndú; Ys,amSh úêl%uj, we;s jákdlu ms<sn| wjfndAohla ,nd.ekSug fuu 
m¾fhaIKh u.ska yelsúh'j¾;udk Ydka;sl¾u lafIa;%fhys fulS úêl%uj,ska neyerj lghq;= lrk 
nj ;jÿrg;a fuhska ks.ukh úh'fuu m¾fhaIKh u.ska Ydka;sl¾u Ys,amshd wd;=rhd m%,h lsÍu i|yd 
Ndú; l< úêl%u y÷kd .ksñka ta ms<sn| ;;a úIh lafIa;%fhys Ys,amSkag wjfndAohla ,nd§u yd 
Ydka;sl¾uhka ys .=Kd;aulNdjh mj;ajd .ekSu j¾;udk wjYH;djhla nj ks.ukh úh'fulS lreKq 
flf¾ Ydka;sl¾u Ys,amSkaf.a fukau ;;a úIh lafIa;%fha kshef<kakkaf.a wjOdkh fhduq lrùfï 
wjYH;djhla we;s nj;a"th Ydka;sl¾u lafIa;%fha m%j¾Okhg fya;= jk njo jvd;a m%;HlaI úh' 

 

uqLH mo - my;rg Ydka;sl¾u" wd;=rhd "m%,h lsÍu" Ydka;sl¾u Ys,amshd"fudayk úêl%u 
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Re-conceptualizing Grammar Instruction: Story-based Approach to 

Replace Deductive Grammar Instruction Approach in ESL Classroom 

Nilakshi Herath1 

 

The purpose of instructing grammar is to provide students with the tools for both oral and written 

communication. Traditional approaches to grammar instruction such as Deductive Grammar Instruction 

Approach (DGIA) often involve planning lessons based on the “grammar point of the day” and teaching 

grammar largely through teacher explanation of grammatical use.  However, the Deductive Grammar 

Instruction Approach has failed to empower learners’ four skills and creativity because of teaching 

grammar separately from the context. In such a context a story-based grammar instruction approach 

which used PACE model (Presentation, attention, co-construction, Extension) was experimented to 

examine its ability to address the above requirements. This model is based on the concept that guiding 

learners to reflect on meaningful language form helps them develop grammatical concepts in the target 

language. It views grammar teaching as a focus on a well-chosen form of language after the meaning 

of this form has been established in interesting and compelling contexts, such as stories, folktales, and 

legends. It provides framework for a unit of study that is carried out in multiple lessons over several 

days. In addition to the opportunities for developing cultural understandings, rich vocabulary, and 

modes of communication, the PACE model also allows for learners to construct understandings of 

relevant and meaningful form in collaboration with the teacher and each other. This approach, contrasts 

sharply with deductive teacher explanation of grammar. The study involved two groups of beginner-

level Adult ESL learners. A selected set of grammar units were taught to the two groups employing 

Deductive Grammar Instruction Approach for Group 1, and Story -based approach for Group 2 for four 

consecutive weeks. For group 1, grammar was taught as a separate component commencing the lesson 

with structures and providing example sentences. For group 2, the instructor delivered a short story 

which was expected to allow learners to acquire the relevant grammatical component. Then, the 

instructor displayed sentences extracted from the text and pointed out the structure. Later, the learners 

were instructed to create their own sentences based on the fiction and express opinions, ideas and 

feelings about the text. Learner performance was evaluated through a post-test common for both groups 

and semi-structured interviews were conducted with randomly selected students to get their opinion. 

According to the results, group 2 demonstrated better performance in productive skills and creativity 

than group 1 with development in vocabulary, idiomatic expressions, etc. Also, commencing the lesson 

with a fiction had increased motivation and decreased anxiety of group 2 while group 1 had experienced 

the opposite. Hence, Story-based approach could be recommended as an effective pedagogical approach 

that improves learners’ four skills, motivation, creativity, critical thinking, and emotional intelligence. 

Keywords: grammar; Story-based  approach; ESLTeaching/Learning  
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zwdmald nxàZ kjl;dfjys tk nxàf.a <ud udkisl;ajh 

ms<sn| wOHhkhla 

H.M.M.L.Dayarathne1 

 

 

yska§ .µ idys;Hfha uE; ld,Sk f,aÅldjla jk ukakQ NKavdÍ iudcfha úúO me;slv ;u ldjHd;aul 
oDIaáfldaKfhys ,d ±lSfuys úYsIag f,aÅldjls' weh úiska 1971 j¾Ifha § rpkd fldg m%ldYhg m;a 
lrk ,o zwdmald nxàZ kjl;dj o iudcfha tla me;slvla újrKh flfrk úYsIag kjl;djls' ukakQ 
nKavdÍ fï kjl;dj u.ska bkaÈhdjg muKla fkd j iuia;f,dalhg u .eUqre m‚úvhla bÈßm;a 
lsÍug iu;a jQjd h' ta znxàZ kue;s wjqreÿ kjhl l=vd orejl=f.a <ud udkisl;ajh jgd f.;=Kq 
l;djla mokï lrf.k h' úúO l,flda,dy, yd ye,yemamSï Rcq j yd jl% j <ud ukig n,mdk 
wdldrh bÈßm;a lsÍu u.ska ñksia uki úksúo oelSug;a iudcfha iEu jgmsgdjla u ishqï j msßlaiSfï 
yelshdj;a weh i;= j mj;sk nj fuu.ska fy<s lr.; yels h' nxàf.a uj Yl=ka iy mshd wch 
Èlalidoh ùu;a" wch kej; újdy ùu;a nxàf.a ukig n,mEï we;s lrhs' uj iu. jdih lrk 
kjyeúßÈ nxàg Èlalidoh ms<sn| wjfndaOhla fkdue;s fyhska ish fouõmshka fjk u Ôj;aùu 
.eg¨jla úh' ta w;r;=r ish uj kej; ffjµ fcdaYs iu. újdy ùu ksid nxág o uj iu. fcdaYsf.a 
ksjig hdug isÿfjhs' fcdaYs ;udf.a mshd ùu;a" fcdaYsf.a fmr újdyfha orejka fofokd ifydaorhka 
jYfhka i,lkakg ùu;a nxà úiauhg okjkakla úh' fmr mßÈ ujf.a wdorh /ljrKh wysñ ùu o" 
kej; wch meñK nxà l,algd /f.k hdu o" wchf.a ìß| órdg;a Tjqkaf.a orejdg;a yqremqreÿ ùug 
isÿ ùu o nxà uqyqK mE m%Odk .eg¨ w;r fõ' tfia u kej; mdif,a fkajdisld.drfha k;r lsÍu;a 
ksid úo ±ßh fkdyels isÿùï .Kkdjlg nxág uqyqK fokakg isÿúh' tfy;a fï lsisÿ lreKla ms<sn| 
nxág wjfndaOhla ke;' Tyq uqyqK fok nrm;< u ldrKh jkafka ;u uõmshkaf.a wdorh /ljrKh 
yd fifkyi fkd ,eîu hs' fouõmshka fl;rï Okfhka wdVH jqj o nxàg uqyqKmdkakg isÿjkafka 
ñ, uqo,ska úi|sh fkd yels .eg¨ rdYshlg h' fuys § ukakQ NKavdÍ tla <ud pß;hla Wmhqla; 
lrf.k iuia; iudcfha u jeäukla <uhska uqyqKmdk .eg¨jla úIhfhys idjOdk ù we;s wdldrh 
oel.; yels h' ta wkqj fuu wOHhkfha § nxàf.a udkisl;ajh l=uk wdldrfhka l%shd;aul jQfha o@ 
<ud uki úksúo ±lSug ukakQ NKAvdÍ kjl;dj ;=< fhdod.;a Wml%u ljf¾ o@ hkak ms<sn|j;a" ì| 
jefgk <ud ukil h:d iajNdjh wkdjrKh lr .ekSu;a <ud uki ixj¾Okh lsÍfuys ,d 
jeäysáhkaf.a j.lSu iïnkaOfhka fï lD;sfhka ,efnk msájy, ú.%y lsÍu;a fï wOHhkfha wruqK 
hs' tys § fï kjl;dfõ tk nxàf.a pß;h m¾fhaIK iSudj jYfhka .efka' fuh uQ,dY%h mokï 
lr.;a wOHhkhls' m%d:ñl uQ,dY%h jYfhka ukakQ NKavdÍf.a zwdmald nxàZ kj;ldj;a ta ms<sn| 
,shjqKq úpdrlD;s yd Ydia;%Sh f,aLk oaú;Shsl uQ,dY%h jYfhkq;a fhdod .ekSug wfmalaIs; h'  

 

m%uqL mo - wdmald nxà" nxà" ukakQ NKavdÍ" <ud udkisl;ajh 
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The impact of marketing myopia on internal and external public relations 

in a company; a study based on the National Rupavahini channel and 

Sarasaviya newspaper. 

W. Amani Ireshika Rupasingha 1 

 

The media industry consists of various communication media; Newspaper, Radio, Television, Cinema, 

Websites and Social Media. The history of journalism in Sri Lanka dates back to the nineteenth century. 

The Sarasaviya Newspaper is an oldest state-owner national art newspaper in Sri Lanka. It mainly 

focuses on cinema news and information in the art category.  After the popularity of radio in the 19th 

century; television came to Sri Lanka in 1979, posing a huge challenge to the radio. Accordingly, the 

Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation was established on February 15, 1982. Currently due to many 

alternatives, working in the television and newspaper industry is very challenging and exciting. Internal 

public relations are maintaining a good mutual understanding and goodwill between company and 

internal parties. External public relations are maintaining a good reputation, image and mutual 

understanding between the company and external parties. In 1960 the Marketing Myopia concept was 

coined by the late Harvard Business School marketing professor, Theodore Levitt. In this theory, Levitt 

describes a lack of insight or lack of thorough understands of what a business is doing for its target 

customers. Organizations' top management invests money and time in what they presently do with 

blindly thinking about the company's future. Then it reasons to create many internal and external public 

relations issues for the company. This study seeks to identify the impact of marketing myopia on internal 

and external public relations in a company; a special reference to National Rupavahini Channel and 

Sarasaviya Newspaper. Research problems were how does marketing myopia impact internal and 

external public relations in a company? To critically analyze the impact of marketing myopia on internal 

and external public relations of SLRC and Sarasaviya newspaper was the main objective of the study. 

The philosophy that used in this research was realism. A qualitative strategy was used to gather data 

and the method was an interview. The main research approach was deductive because this research was 

used Theodor Levitt’s Marketing Myopia theory as a framework. A sample of the research was the 

National Rupavahini channel and Sarasaviya Newspaper. The research findings concluded that 

currently, the National Rupavahini channel and Sarasaviya Newspaper are facing marketing myopia 

due to many reasons. Failure of management, Stepchild treatment to marketing, Shadow of 

obsolescence, Inappropriate self – assessment and no consider competitors are some of them. The 

research findings suggest that to avoid marketing myopia, internal and external PR issues in the National 

Rupavahini channel and Sarasaviya newspaper should focus on marketing, produce customer-centric 

products, do innovation, evade political obstacles, product diversification and adapt to the social-

cultural changes.  
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The Importance of Learning Second Language to Bring Unity and 

Reconciliation Among Major Ethnic Groups in Sri Lanka. 

Sinduja Victor1 

 

 

A language is not just a set of words and phrases, rather it comprises of customs, traditions, and culture 

of a certain community. It can be verbal or nonverbal but it’s like a bridge to connect with one another. 

The ability to understand and communicate with someone in their mother tongue is a key step to 

achieving harmony and avoiding ethnic divides. Sri Lanka consists of a multicultural society and 

Sinhala and Tamil languages are the two national languages as a way language is a powerful tool for 

cultivating trust and leads towards mutual respect and recognition in the multi-cultural society. The 

purpose of the study is to understand the importance of learning a second language to bring unity and 

harmony among major ethnic groups in Sri Lanka. The prime objective of the study is to identify the 

importance of learning a second language to bring unity and harmony among the major ethnic groups 

in Sri Lanka. The specific objectives are to identify the perception of opposite ethnic groups before 

starting the second language study programs and, to identify the changes in the previous perception of 

opposite ethnic groups after completing the second language study programs. The qualitative research 

method is used to carry out the study and one hundred-second language teachers at the National Institute 

of Language Education and Training (NILET) are identified as a sample of this study. Fifty Tamil 

language and fifty Sinhala language teachers are picked out by a simple random sampling method. 

Interview and Focus group discussion methods are used as research tools to collect the primary data 

and the secondary data were collected from research articles, books, and paper articles. The study 

revealed that there is a huge gap between these two major ethnicities but there are positive reactions 

after completing the second language programme in terms of respecting and understanding each other’s 

nature, culture, and feelings. Further, the study identified that lack of knowledge in the second language 

makes a huge gap, and this gap plays a major barrier to bringing unity, harmony, and peace among 

them. Finally, the study recommended that it is essential for the next generation of Sri Lanka to have 

the knowledge to learn and speak two national languages for a greater understanding of each other’s 

nature and culture. Proper implementation and mechanism for monitoring the language policy are very 

important and a practical way of bilingual education will allow the children from a very young age to 

acquire to appreciate and acknowledge each other culture, feelings, and emotions. The success of the 

military does not guarantee long-lasting peace and harmony. As a responsible citizen of the nation, 

everyone must find the answer to the root causes which led to the Sri Lankan civil war in the first place 

and must take a tiny step forward to learn both national languages to understand and feel other’s culture, 

feelings and, emotions for healthy Sri Lanka. 
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Information Need and Information Seeking Behavior of the School 

Children’s: With special reference to Ambepussa Maha Vidyalaya, 

Warakapola, Sri Lanka. 

TCV Jayawardana1 

 

 
 

Information has become a living thing in the 21st century. Information seeking patterns is consisted to 

be different among user groups. In the present study an attempt is made to investigate the Information 

Need and Information Seeking Behavior of the School Children’s in Ambepussa Maha Vidyalaya, 

Warakapola, Sri Lanka. The survey was conducted of the school children to know the answer of 

questions such as information needs, information seeking behavior, organization of the materials, 

services of the library, library staff, use of internet, search engines, web browsers, information sources, 

need of information and purpose of information, etc. 

The survey was conducted by using questionnaires with close and open ended questions. Students (100) 

were selected for the study and 88 responded and the rate was 88% from school. Considering the reasons 

for information seeking 59% mentioned as education and research purpose. Most of them mentioned 

that text books are the best source for seeking information. Majority of the responded mentioned that 

browse the internet is best method for seeking information. 100% students use the internet. 

Interestingly, 89% feel that electronic from is convenient. There are good percentages of users 59% 

who are satisfied with the services of the library but others wish for improvements. The study 

recommends library awareness programs for students to make aware of library resources and better 

utilization of the library services; it is also recommended that the library should join with other school 

libraries for more resources and services. 

Key words: Information Need, Information Seeking Behavior, Library Resources, Library Services, 

School Libraries. 
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Challenges of farmers for applying new agricultural technologies in Sri 
Lanka 

 R. M. Kalindu Rathnayaka1, R. M. Auchithya Rathnayake2 

 

 

This research paper investigates the challenges of the Sri Lankan farmers when they are applying new 

agricultural technologies. Compared to the past, there is a new revival in the field of agriculture today. 

The foundations have been laid by the green revolution and genetic technology. Today, many 

agricultural activities in almost every part of the world have been influenced by the green revolution or 

genetic technology. The main objective of this research is to identify the challenges faced by farmers 

in applying new agricultural technology to their farming activities. This study was conducted in a 

political-ecological approach by using both qualitative and quantitative data. The data have been 

collected through questionnaires, structured and semi structured interviews, books, magazines, online 

resources, and 1.50000 digital maps. Samanalabedda GND in Siyabalanduwa DSD in Monaragala 

district has been selected as the study area. Farmers in the area are making extensive use of the new 

agricultural technology. Fifty farm families were selected through a random sampling method for this 

study which represents 20% of the whole study area. The collected data were analyzed through 

descriptive statistical technics. Although some crops are introduced to the area; Farmers have not the 

proper climatic conditions to grow, lack of suitable soil for growing crops introduced to areas, Lack of 

awareness of farmers about fertilizers and agrochemicals to be applied to crops, due to the high cost of 

agro-fertilizers and chemicals to be used to crops;high cost on inputs. Accordingly, revealed that Sri 

Lankan farmers face many challenges in applying new agricultural technology to their farming 

activities.  
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Fiscal Decentralization and Improvement of Provincial-Level Service 

Delivery in Sri Lanka: Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) Approach 

Priyantha W. Mudalige1  N. S. Cooray 2 and Saliya De Silva3 

 

 

The meaning of Fiscal Decentralization (FD) is the allocation of resources to the institutions of 

governance at the sub-national levels of the country. Theoretical evidence strongly suggests that FD is 

an effective tool for the efficient delivery of services at the local level. Provincial Councils (PCs) were 

first established in 1987 as sub-national legislative bodies in each of the nine provinces of Sri Lanka. 

According to the literature, there are many problems associated with the provincial-level service 

delivery in Sri Lanka. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the services of PCs through a macro-level 

quantitative study to determine the impact of FD on human capital development, health, and education. 

In Sri Lanka, no in-depth studies have been done on the short-run and long-run impacts of FD on service 

delivery. Also, none of the studies that were considered appears to have fully analyzed the impact of 

decentralization on health, education, and human capital development. Clearly then, these studies have 

failed to accurately assess the impact of FD on service delivery in Sri Lanka. Therefore, the objectives 

of this research are to determine rather more precisely the effects of FD on provincial-level service 

delivery in Sri Lanka, covering such areas as health, education, and human capital development, in 

order to find out the short-run and long-run dynamic impact of FD. Under the methodology adopted for 

this research, time-series data pertaining to the PCs in Sri Lanka during the 1988-2018 period have been 

used for the analysis, while following the ARDL approach. The findings reveal that the present level of 

FD at the provincial level in Sri Lanka has not been able to contribute significantly to human capital 

development, health, and education in the short and long run. This can be attributed to the lack of fiscal 

autonomy and sufficient funds. Three decades of experience with FD reveal that the financial capacity 

of practically every PC is very poor and despite many sources of income, the provincial tax base is 

limited. The scarcity of financial resources constrains the implementation of innovative development 

programs as well as the capacity to meet recurring expenditures. A high degree of centralization restricts 

the smooth functioning of the PCs as the center concurrently maintains its own agencies at the local 

level. Also, functions and responsibilities related to basic services such as health and education are not 

fully decentralized in Sri Lanka. By way of recommendations, it is suggested that restructuring the 

expenditure and revenue functions of the PCs would considerably enhance the capacity to deliver 

provincial services because introducing new sources of revenue and limiting non-priority spending in 

the provinces is bound to have a positive outcome. Increasing the funding for health and education at 

the provincial level and introducing reforms will also improve the productivity of these services.  
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Challenges Faced by Parents When Providing Education to the Students 

Who Are Studying in Special Need Education Units 

R. M. Auchithya Rathnayake1, R. M. Kalindu Rathnayaka2 

 

In the education system, teaching is done by dividing the children into two main categories i.e. special 

and normal children. This pretext is based on their so-called physical and mental abilities. According 

to their abilities, either child is studying in normal classrooms or special classrooms. In order to teach 

students who has special needs, special teaching units have been formed. When teaching in those units, 

a special teaching mechanism is used. It is called the Integrated Education System (IES). In these units, 

specialized and well-trained teachers identify the needs of children and teach them through these IESs. 

But even though this process affected the differently-abled child, real repercussions are faced by the 

parents. In other words, parents are the particular persons who face challenges when they educate their 

children. In that sense, parents are facing lots of troublesome consequences not only in society but also 

in the smallest social institute; family. Accordingly, to address the above issue, the research problem 

has been made to find out the challenges faced by the parents in providing education to the students 

who are studying in the special education units. The research aims to identify the challenges that parents 

face in providing education to students, who are studying in special education units. The research has 

been conducted from an inductive approach. Thus, this has been studied as a qualitative study by 

collecting qualitative data under a qualitative methodology. Primary data was collected by doing in-

depth interviews. As secondary data, data from journals, research reports, and statistics were gathered. 

The research findings were; Inadequate transportation facilities to and from school for special children, 

economic hardship, abuse of special needs children in the school environment, abusing attempts by 

ordinary people, frustration over the fate of children with the sudden death of parents and especially, 

parents are being marginalized in social gatherings has been identified. The conclusion of the study 

was; Although the special education system has taken a positive approach in the Sri Lankan education 

system, it has also contributed to the exclusion and labelling of children with special needs in society 

at school. But that education system is the only support for these families. No matter what social strata 

they represent, all the families have uncertainty about the future of their child/ren. Though this situation 

is unfair, the parents are willing the betterment of their children after their death. Therefore, they are 

thinking that facing harsh challenges will be nothing on behalf of the betterment of their future. And 

this is equally challenging for the different social strata of society. Accordingly, it is not wrong to point 

out that through this system of education, a section of the population of the country faces mental 

frustrations in their daily lives but the government has not taken up an adequate level of effort for new 

education reform for them. 
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.Dyia: m%pKav;ajhg ,la jq Y%s ,dxlsl ldka;djkaf.a ixl+á; Nd¾hd 
iy,laIKh ms<sno ufkdaúoHd;aul wOHkhla 

 

Iresha S.A Maduwanthi1 

 

 

.Dyia: m%pKav;ajh ldka;djg tfrysj iuia: f,dalh ;=<u fmdÿfõ isÿjk nrm;, wmrdOhls' 
YS% ,xldj ;=< j¾;udkh jk úg .Dyia: m%pKav;ajh iq,Nj jd¾;djk wmrdOhla njg m;aj we;s 
w;r tf,i .Dyia: m%pKav;ajhg ,lajk ldka;djka ldhsl" udkisl iy idudÔh jYfhka úYd, 
mSvkhlg ,la ùu wksjd¾hh ;;a;ajhla njg m;aù we;' .Dyia: m%pKav;ajhg ,la jk ldka;dj 

thg olajk ldhsl"  udkisl  yd  p¾hduh  m%;spdr  iuqyhla  f,i  iහNd¾hd  ^Battered    women    

syndrome& iy,laIKh yÿkd.; yelsh' ta wkqj .Dyia: m%pKav;ajhg ,la jq YS% ,xlsl ldka;djka 
;=< ixl+á; Nd¾hd iy,laIKh mj;S o hkak wOHkh lsÍu fuu m¾fhaIKfha uQ,sl wruqK úh' 

;j o ixl+á; Nd¾hd iy,laIKh ^Battered   women   syndrome&  iu. fjk;a udkisl frda. 

we;s   ùu w;r iyiïnkaO;djh yÿkd.ekSu" ixl+á; Nd¾hd iy,laIKfha ^Battered  women  

syndrome& n,mEfuys fjki wOHkh lsÍu fuu m¾fhaIKfhys fiiq wruqK úh' ta wkqj 
m¾fhaIKh ioyd .Dyia: m%pKav;ajhg ,la jq jhi wjqreÿ 18 ;a 45 ;a w;r ldka;djka 15 fokl= 

ksheÈh f,i f;dard .ksñka ixl+á; Nd¾hd iy,laIKfha ^Battered  women  syndrome& ,laIK 
we;=<;a m%Yakdj,shla ,nd foñka m¾fhaIKh ioyd wjYH o;a; /ia lrk ,oS' /ia lrk ,o o;a; 

m%udKd;aulj úYaf,aYKh lrk ,oS' m¾fhaIK m%;sM, wkqj ixl+á; Nd¾hd iy,laIKhg ^Battered 

women syndrome& wh;a ldhsl" udkisl yd p¾hduh ,laIK  wju jYfhka tlA ,laIKh ne.ska 
.Dyia: m%pKav;ajhg ,la jq ldka;djka ;=< olakg ,efnk nj fukau ldhsl ,laIK j,g 
idfmalaIj udkisl yd p¾hduh ,laIK ixLHdkuh jYfhka jeä w.hla fmkajk nj fidhd.; 

yels úh' ;jo,  ixl+á; Nd¾hd iy,laIKh ^Battered women  syndrome& ;Sj% uÜgñka 

mrSlaIdudKSka ;=< mj;sk nj;a" ixl+á; Nd¾hd iy,laIKh ^Battered women  syndrome& iy 
fjk;a udkisl frda. we;s ùu   w;r by< Okd;aul iyiïnkaOhla mj;s; nj;a, ixl+á; Nd¾hd 

iy,laIKfha ^Battered  women  syndrome& frda. ,laIK w;r by< Okd;Aul iyiïnkaOhla 
mj;s; nj m¾fhaIK m%;sM, wkqj fidhd .e‚ks' ta wkqj .Dyia: m%pKav;ajhg ,la jq YS% ,xlsl 

ldka;djka ;=< ixl+á; Nd¾hd iy,laIKh ^Battered  women  syndrome& mj;Ss hkak iy ta iuÕ 
fjk;a udkisl frda. we;s jk nj m¾fhaIKfha m%;sM, wkqj ks.ukh l, yels úh' ta wkqj 

.Dyia: m%pKav;ajhg ,la jq ldka;djkaf.a udkisl fi!LH ;;a;ajh k.d isgqùu ioyd WmfoaYk 
iy ufkda m%;sldr jevigyka l%shd;aul lsÍu iy Tjqka ta ioyd fhduq lsÍu wjYH idOlhlA f,i 
m¾fhaIKfha oS ;yqjqre úh. óg wu;rj  wkd.; m¾fhaIKhla ioyd iudch ;=, m%pKav l%shdjkag 
,la jq mqreIhska ;=, ixl+á; mqoa., jHik ,laIK mj;Ss o hkak wOHkh lsÍu iy ixl+á; 
jHik iy ,laIKfha n,mEu w;r iyiïnkaO;dh fiùu iqÿiq hehs fhdackd l, yelsh' 

 

 

uqLH mo ( .Dyia: m%pKav;ajh" YS% ,xlsl ldka;djka"  ixl+á;  Nd¾hd iy,laIKh" udkisl 
frdA." WmfoaYk iy ufkda m%;sldr l%u. 
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Dress code of the librarians and community respect: The impact of clothing 

on the self-image of librarians in state Universities of Sri Lanka: A Case 

study 

WM Thusithakumari1 , MK Weerasinghe2 

 

 

 

Dress code is one of the important parts to build a self-impression of the librarians. For reflecting the 

professional appearance or the socio psychological impact of clothing, the librarian needs to be clean, 

fit and simple keeping the traditional look of their own country shows the national identity. This study 

mainly focuses on examining the nature and value of the dress code of the librarians that influences on 

their self-image, which imbued of high respect, exposure of national values and the culmination of the 

intelligence. Survey method applied for the research and the sample was comprised of librarians of the 

15 Sri Lankan state universities. The study reveals that dress codes are an identity and they reflect for 

self- image and its proper time for librarians to consider their dress code wear at work. The Librarian’s 

dress varies from country to country and it is a symbolic language to make interactions between the 

community and the librarian. In addition, the librarian dress code should not contain with piercing such 

as; jewels, religious/ political symbols, fancy accessories and outfits, which deemed not to be a 

professional librarian. University librarians do focus on good etiquettes and well-mannered behavior 

that explore the decency and simplicity, attractiveness, ethically and culturally accepted professional 

smart dress is suitable for an academic librarian. Among the Sri Lankan university librarians, it is likely 

that female librarians wear Kandyan and/ Indian saree while male librarians wear national/ shirt and 

trousers. The study concluded that the dress expresses the person’s life-style and simple elegant dress 

suits for the designation and to save the dignity within the community and the dress code promotes the 

marketing communication of a library. This study recommended that a librarian should not follow the 

concept of uniformity in wearing the dress, but it is necessary to consider about demographical aspects 

and the situation of the region or the particular country in line with certain library policies, procedures 

and programmes.  

  

Keywords: Dress code; University libraries; Self- image; National identity; Professional image;   Socio-

psychological impact  
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USER PERCEPTION ABOUT THE LIBRARY SERVICES: WITH 

SPECIAL REFERENCE TO WAYAMBA UNIVERSITY OF SRI 

LANKA. 

 

Jayawardana KGI1, Dayananda APMMDB2 

  

The study sought to identify user perception about the quality of library services: with special reference 

to Wayamba University of Sri Lanka. Library customers expect different quality of services from their 

libraries. Epecially university library is a heart of the university, so it is depend on the quality of its 

services. The objectives of the present study are to examine the purpose of a visit to the library, user 

perception about the library staff, perception about services rendered in the library, user satisfaction 

with library services and user perception about library service quality.  

The simple random sampling technique was used and 200 questionnaires were distributed among 

student to collect relevant data and 180 questionnaires were received back. The response rate was 90%. 

The finding of the study shows that 97 (54%) respondents visited the library to find information, 

majority 165 (92%) of respondents mentioned that library staff who understand my information need, 

more than 75% have agreed to the printed materials are available in the library, 145 (81%) respondents 

mentioned that the library is a gateway for study, research or research, more than 66% respondents had 

mentioned that generally satisfy with library support and most of them are mentioned that library has 

quality services.  

The study suggested that library services should be implemented and make aware user that services, 

library staff need to make arrangements to fulfill users’ information needs and should be implemented 

new library services through online.  

Key words: Library services, Quality of library services, User sensitivity, Academic libraries 
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Cyber Insurance in Sri Lanka 

C.B.Wanigasingha1 

 

  

 

In today’s industry is interconnected via the internet, it is very impossible to remain isolated from online 

communication and e-commerce and make all systems immune to data outage and data-breach, hence 

cyber risk exists everywhere. Cyber Insurance is a novel part of risk management strategy, which is to 

cover any cost that might occur as the result of any kind of data breach, business losses, forensic 

investigation cost, notification cost and addressing lawsuit and extortion attempts. This article is a 

background investigation of Cyber Insurance challenges and benefits in Sri Lanka, based on insurance 

companies and customer’s perspectives. As a result of the novel concept of Sri Lanka Cyber Insurance-

related, literature reported very rarely. And finally, a review paper proposes directions for further 

advances in future research papers. Cyber insurer needs to find a way to cover large cyber-attacks. 

Despite policymaking, insurers need to be aware of current threats, attacks, and technologies for an 

upgrade or rewrites policies. And cyber security must be addressed by both state and private sectors. 

The state can maintain a police and justice system to reduce threats. But protection against cyber-attack 

can’t provide state alone. Private sector also needs to actively participate to make rules, regulations, and 

policies. The cyber insurance market in Sri Lanka is still small, with the support of positive internal and 

external factors it has good growth potential. Considering the global data breach losses due to cyber-

attacks, shows that Sri Lanka cyber insurance does not cover losses, levels that need in global standards. 

Due to small coverage, compared with the cost of the premium fee is not acceptable by the majority of 

organizations. And also, Sri Lanka digital policy laws, data protection regulations, cyber acts do not 

mature enough to provide efficient legal protection and support. However, Sri Lankan cyber insurers 

face significant challenges, such as lack of historical data, lack of imagination and predictability, lack 

of market participants, and the possibility of interrelated large cyber-attacks. During the month of May 

frequently more cyberattacks are experienced. Because of that more organizations in Sri Lanka are 

searching for cyber insurance coverage to overcome this risk. 
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The Role of Non-Governmental Organizations in Sustainable Community 

Development in Bibile: With Reference to Regional Development Program 

of World Vision Lanka in Bibile. 

Harischandra H.M1, Kumara A.M.C2 

 

The study purpose was to find out the influence of Non-Governmental Organizations services and How 

it influences in sustainable community development in Kanulwela and Kokunnawa DSDs in Bibile 

secretariat Division. Specifically, the researcher aimed to find out the demographic characteristics of 

community in above DSDs, examine the influence of Non- Governmental organizations service and 

examine the level of sustainable community development. The research employed both quantitative and 

qualitative research approaches. The study involved 112 respondents. A questionnaire and an interview 

guide were used to collect data. The results showed a significant influence of NGOs service on 

sustainable community development in terms of health service, microfinance service, and in Education. 

Researcher concluded that there was high influence in Non- Governmental organizations in sustainable 

community development. 

.  
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2005 ckdêm;sjrKfha uyskao rdcmlaIf.a ue;sjrK jHdmdrfha § udOH 
Ndú;h u.ska u;jdo f.dvke`.Su - rEmjdysksh weiqfrkA 

 
fÊ'ta' ;ß÷ udOj1 

 

 

2005 j¾Ifha YS% ,xld ckdêm;sjrKh b;d ;SrKd;aul ue;sjrKhla jQ w;r tys § Pkao igkg m%Odk 
jYfhka msúisfha uyskao rdcmlaI iu`. rks,a úl%uisxy fõ' fuys foaYmd,k mlaI jQfha Y%S ,xld ksoyia 
mlAIh m%uqL ixOdk mlaIhla f,i;a" tlai;a cd;sl mlaIh f,i;a h'  fuu m¾fhaIKfha § 2005 
ue;sjrK m%pdrK lghq;= wdrïN ùu;a iu`. rEmjdyskS udOH ;=< úldYkh jQ fj<o oekaùï yd m%prK 
lghq;= wOHhkh lr úYaf,aIKh lsÍu isÿ lrk ,È' m¾fhaIK ksheÈh f,i 2005 ue;sjrKfha § 
uyskao rdcmlaI ;u ue;sjrK foaYmd,k jHdmdrfha m%pdrKh i|yd rEmjdyskS udOHfha úldYkh 
lrk ,o fj<| oekaùï oyhla f;dard .kakd ,È' tu oekaùï j, wka;¾.; jQ rEm udOH yeisrùu" 
jpk Ndú;h yd b,lal.; msßi hk fldgia ;=k Tiafia wOHhkh isÿ lrk ,È' uyskao rdcmlaI 
úiska fj<o oekaùï yd rEmjdyskS udOH nyq, f,i úúO l%u Tiafia yd úúO mqoa.,hka wkqnoaO lr 
.ksñka fhdod .;a nj fuu wOHhkfha § meyeÈ,s fõ' tu.ska úúO iudc ;;a;ajhka wduka;%Kh 
lsÍug oekaùïlrKfhka W;aidy ord we;' Tyq fyd| .eñfhl=" .%dñl;ajh w.hk mqoa.,fhl= nj 
fmkajñka .%dóh ck;dj b,a,fldg udOH yeisrùu uq,slj isÿ lrk ,È' fn!oaOfhl= fukau Ydikh 
wdrlaId lrk nj oelaùu i|yd fn!oaO ck;dj wdl¾IKh lr .ekSu i|yd o ta ms<sn| úoyd olajk 
oekaùï ks¾udKd;aul fhdod f.k we;' hqOuh yd hqoaOfhka isÿjQ úkdYldÍ ;;a;ajhkag wod< rEm 
rduq úldYkh u.ska hqO Ydmh ksudlrk nj milalr ,Sug oekaùï fhdod .kakd ,È' l=vd <uqka fhdod 
f.k isÿ lrk ,o m%pdrK udOH u.ska ixfõ§ mqoa., lKavdhï .%yKh lr .ekSug W;aidy ord we;' 
Tyqf.a fm!reI;ajh f.dvke.Sug yd ue;sjrK fmdfrdkaÿ t<s oelaùu jeks wjYH;djhkao ck;dj 
w;rg iïfm%aIKh lsÍfï iQlaIu Wml%%uhla f,i m%pdrK udOH fhdod f.k we;' Tyqf.a ue;sjrK 
oekaùïlrKh i|yd l,dlrejka yd m%isoaO mqoa.,hska fhdod ue;sjrK m%pdrK jHdmdrh Èh;a lsÍu 
fuys § úfYAIfhka oelaúh yelsh' ,xldfõ ckm%sh .dhl .dhsldjka muKla fkdj Ñ;%mg k¿ ks<shka 
Ndú;d lsÍu yd Tjqka úiska lrk ,o m%ldY remjdyskS udOH Tiafia úldYh lsÍu isÿ lrk ,È' tu`.ska 
Tyq úiska m%ùK l,dlrejka u.ska úoaj;a ck;dj wduka;%Kh lsÍug;a" ;reK mrmqf¾ l,dlrejka 
u.ska ,xlSh ;reK mrmqr wduka;%Kh lsÍug;a W;aiyhla ord we;' ;siajirla mqrd mej;s hqoaOh wjika 
lsÍug ld¾hY+¾h" läir" tä;r mqoa.,fhl= f,i uyskao rdcmlaIg yelshdj we;s nj;A" orejkaf.a yd 
rfÜ wkd.;h .ek is;d ;u Pkaoh Ndú;d l, hq;= nj;a" Tyq úiska udOH ;=<ska ck;djf.a is;a 
.%yKh lsÍug W;aidy lf<a h' tfukau uyskao rdcmlaI .%dóh ck;djf.a ys; iqj msKsi yd ÈhqKqj 
msKsi jev lrk mqoa.,fhl= hk ye`.Su wod< Pkao odhlhd ;=<g wdfrdamKh lsÍug oekaùïlrKh 
u.ska iu;a ù we;' fï wdldrfhka n,k l, fmkS hkafka Tyqf.a ue;sjrK jHdmdrh ;=<  ck;d 
u;h f.dvkexùu i|yd udOH b;d fyd`Èka l<ukdrKh lr m%pdrK oekAùï ksmoùu isÿlr we;s 
njhs' fuu m%pdrK oekaùï ue;sjrK jHdmdrh id¾:lj ch.%yKh lr .ekSu i|yd úYd, ld¾h 
Ndrhla isÿ lr we;s nj fuu m¾fhaIKfhka oelaúh yelsh'  
 
 
 
uQLH moh : —2005 ckdêm;sjrKh" uyskao rdcmlaI" udOH Ndú;h" u;jdo˜ 
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oUdk jeos ck;djf.a —oUdk t*a'tï˜ .=jka úÿ,s udOH Ndú;h 

l=udr'ta'tï'iS'1 

 

 

 

idïm%odhsl weoys,s" úYajdi yd iïm%odhkaj,ska iukaÑ; jQ" YsIagdpdrhg ksrdjrKh ùug fmr lsishï 

N+f.da,Sh m%foaYhl úiQ oekg mj;sk fyda j|ù.sh ft;sydisl ixialD;shlska hq;= ixialD;sluh 

lKavdhula fyda tjekakkaf.ka mejf;k wh wd§jdiSka f,i yªkd.; yelsh' kQ;k ixlS¾K 

iudcfhka fjka ù ;ukagu wdfõKsl mßirhl ðj;a ùug ieu wd§jdiS ck lKavdhulau lghq;= 

lrhs' Y%S ,xldfõ wdÈjdisl ck lKavdhu jeÈ ck;djhs' ld, j¾K yula" È.= flia jeáhla iy m<,a 

kyhla iys; Tiafg%df,dhsâ wdishd;sl j¾.hg wh;a >¾u l,dmSh jkdka;rj, jir ñ,shk .Kklg 

by; § mßKduh jQ ck fldÜGdihlska Y%S ,xldfõ jeÈ ck;djo mej; t;ehs udkj yd mqrd 

úoHd{hkaf.a ms<s.ekSuhs' mdl¾ ^1900-9&" fi,s.audka ^1911&" ieriska^1892-3& wd§yq isÿ lrkq ,enQ 

j¾.SlrKhg wkqj Y%S ,xldfõ jeÈ ckhd m%Odk ldKav ;=kls' tkï le,e jeoaoka ".ï jeoaoka yd uqyqÿ 

nv jeoaoka hkqfjks' oUdk jeÈ ck;dj le,e jeoaokaf.a ldKavhg wh;a fõ' iudc" wd¾Ól"foaYmd,k 

úldYkh u; Tjqkaf.a wjYH;d" ðjk meje;au" wd¾Ól yd ikaksfõok wjYH;d mq`:,a jkakg we;' 

furg 1977 j¾Ifha § újD; wd¾Ól we;s jQ fjkialïj, m%;s,hla f,i furg úoaHq;a taldêldrh ysñ 

lrf.k isá .=jka úÿ,s ixia:dj .=jka úÿ,s úldYk lghq;= úuOH.; lrkq ,eîh' tkï m%dfoaYSh 

.=jka úÿ,s iy m%cd .=jka úÿ,s we;s lrk ,È' 1985 § .srdÿrefldaÜfÜ m%cd .=jka úÿ,sh wdrïN lrkq 

,eîh' miqj oUdk jeÈ wd§jdiS m%cdj uq,a lrf.k oUdk t*a' tï wdrïN lrkq ,eîh'  fuu 

m¾fhaIKfha § m%Odk .eg¨j f,i oUdk jeÈ ck;djf.a oUdk t*a'tï .=jka úÿ,s udOHh  Ndú;h 

ljf¾o@ hkak wOHhkh lrk ,È' tys§ Wm wruqKq f,i jeÈ ck;dj .=jka úÿ,s udOH jeä jYfhka 

Ndú; lrkafka l=uk wruqKq i|ydo@" Y%jKh lsÍug jvd;a leue;s jev igyk l=ulao" Èklg 

fldmuk fõ,djla .=jka úÿ,shg ijka fokafkao@ hkak wOHhkh lrk ,È' tu wruqKq bgq lr 

.ekSu Wfoid wruqKq.; ksheÈh Ndú; lrñka  §¾> iïuqL idlÉPd uÕska o;a; ,nd .kq ,eîh' .=jka 

úÿ,sh fnfyúka Ndú; flfrk nj WmkHdih f,i fhdod .kq ,eîh' ,nd.;a o;a; úYaf,aIKh l< 

úg m¾fhaaIKfha wjika ks.ukh f,i WmkHdih ikd: lrñka oUdk jeÈ ck;dj .=jka úÿ,sh udOH 

f;dr;=re oek.ekSu i`oyd iy .S; riúkaokh i|yd Ndú; lrk nj ikd: úh' 

 

uqLHmo ( wd§jdiSka" .=jka úÿ,sh" udOH" jeÈ ck;dj  
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The COVID 19 Pandemic: Challenges Related Online Education on 

Students of Rural Areas in Sri Lanka 

D. M. C. Dissanayake1 

 

 

The recent epidemic of COVID-19 is challenging for each sector like economy, education, health, 

industries and education. In the field of education sector of Sri Lanka have implemented the online 

teaching and learning programs for students to minimize the academic loss in distance education. This 

pandemic has imposed enormous challenges on traditional education process of Sri Lanka. As a 

consequence of the unprecedented global pandemic, online education has become a new concept and it 

has created a discrimination between rural and urban students in Sri Lanka. In this background this 

study examined the significant challenges related online education on students of rural areas in Sri 

Lanka during COVID-19. Specific objectives are to identify teachers’ attitudes of online education on 

students of rural areas and the delivery service system and policies related online education in Sri Lanka. 

This research was used Partially mixed concurrent qualitative dominant status under the qualitative 

dominant mixed method approach and conducted in Kotavehera educational division, Kurunegala 

district. Data were collected from 50 students through stratify sampling method and 8 teachers, 5 parents 

and 2 principals used as key informants. Questionnaires and semi-structured interviews were used as 

primary data collection technic through telephone conversations. According to the findings of the study 

it has revealed that lack of availability of low-quality internet, lack of devices, shortage of devices, 

outdated devices were caused to decrease interest in the subject of students in study area, lack of 

physical and human resource, negative attitudes, lack of practical knowledge and experience were 

challenged for create fear and anxiety using of English language and technology in online education of 

students of rural areas, Parents’ low socio-economic situation were prohibited online education of 

students and this situation have created troublesome and lot of pressure for students,  parents’ personal 

beliefs and misconceptions, lack of technological skills and teaching methodologies of teachers were 

directly highlighted as challenges for online education of students in rural areas, Overall, the current 

curriculum contents of education system in Sri Lanka mainly based on traditional system and it is show 

lack of flexibility and was not modern and innovative and online teaching methods and abilities are not 

familiar for students and teachers. There are need to revise the curriculum contents to eliminate the 

discrimination between the rural urban students and face the sudden situations and education policy 

makers should attention for revise and update the education curriculum according to the global changes 

in education. Further ministry of education in Sri Lanka should implement necessary training programs 

to engage in online education within the traditional system, must give a closer attention to eliminate the 

disparities in the human and physical resource between rural and urban schools and the government of 

Sri Lanka with the other non-government agencies should organize the project to supply technological 

devices for students of rural areas. 
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Y%S ,dxflah fndajk frda. jHdma;sh wju lsÍfuys,d fi!LH f;dr;=re 
ks¾udKh iy jHdma;sh flfrys iudc udOH n,mEu ms<sn| ikaksfõokd;aul 

wOHhkhla  
^fldfrdakd jix.;hg úfYaIs;j& 

 

W.D.Shanali Weerathunga1, D.A.Nirmani Perera2 

 

 

fojirlg wêl ld,hl isg mejf;k fldfrdakd jix.;h wju lsÍfuys,d fi!LHuh f;dr;=re 
ks¾udKh lsrSu iy jHdma;sh flfrys iudc udOH n,mdk wdldrh fuu m¾fhaIKfhaoS wOHhkh 
lrkq ,nhs' ñksidf.a oekqj;aNdjh we;s lsÍu i|yd j;auka iudcfha iq,nj Ndú; f*aianqla iudc 
udOHh u`.ska fi!LH f;dr;=re ks¾udKh iy jHdma;sh fldf;la ÿrg bgq jQfha o" tu.ska 
ikaksfõokhla isÿ jQfha o hkak fuys§ wOHkh lrk ,§' fldfrdakd jix.;h wju lsÍfuys,d iudc 
udOH" f;dr;=re ks¾udKh iy jHdma;sh flfrys n,mEula we;s jQfhao hkak fuu m¾fhaIKfha uQ,sl 
.eg¨jhs' tfukau fldúâ jHdma;sh wju lsrSfuys ,d ks¾udKh lrk ,o iudc udOH igyka yd Y%jH 
oDIH kss¾udK u.ska iudchg isÿ jQ n,mEu wOHhkh lsrSu fuu m¾fhaIKfha uQ,sl wruqKhs' tfukau 
fldúâ jHdma;sh wju lsrSfuys ,d iudc udOH ikaksfõokh isÿ jQ wdldrh úYaf,aIKh lsrSu fuu 
m¾fhaIKfha oaú;Sl wruqKhs' fndajk frda. jHdma;sh wju lsrSfuys ,d fuj,ula f,i iudc udOH 
Ndú; l< yels wdldrh wOHhkh lsrSu;a f;dr;=re iudc udOH.; l< hq;= wdldrh fuu wOHhkfha 
fiiq wruqKq fõ' › ,xldjg 2020'03'10 Èk isg n,mdkq ,enQ fuu jix.; ;;ajh yuqfõ f*aianqla 
iudc udOHfhys ks¾udKh jQ iy jHdma; jQ fldaúâ -19g wod< fi!LH f;dr;=re wka;¾.; igyka 
we;=¿ wfkl=;a ks¾udK Ndú; lrñka ñY% l%ufõohla Tiafia  fuu m¾fhaIKh isÿ lrk ,oS' jhi 
wjqreÿ 18g jeä f*aianqla udOH mßyrKh lrkq ,nk mqoa.,hskaa ;=kaishhlska hq;= wyUq ksheosh fuu 
wOHhkfha m¾fhaIK ksheosh fõ' tu ksheosh i|yd niakdysr m<df;a fld<U" .ïmy" l¿;r 
Èia;%slalhkaf.ka tla Èia;%slalhlska 100 fofkl= ne.ska Èia;%slal ;%s;ajhu wdjrKhjk mßÈ ;=kaishhla 
mqoa.,hka wyUq f,i f;dard.kakd ,oS' fldaúâ-19 ld,iSudj ;=< fi!LHuh f;dr;=re f*aianqla udOH 
igyka yd ks¾udK u`.ska mqoa., oekqj;aNdjhg isÿlrkq ,enQ n,mEu m%udKd;aul iy .=Kd;aul 
o;a;hka u`.ska wkdjrKh lr.; yelsjk whqßka m%Yakdj,shla kshe`Èh i|yd ,ndfok ,§' iólaIK 
l%uh iy lafIa;% wOHhk l%uh hk m%Odk o;a; tAlrdYSlrK l%ufõohkag wkqj wkq.; fjñka 
mfhaIKh isÿlsÍug wjYH o;a; /ialsÍu isÿ lrk ,§' oaú;Sl uQ,dY% jYfhka .%ka:" iÕrd" wka;¾cd, 
fjí wvú" rdcH wdh;k ixúOdk íf,d.a wvú iy fm!oa.,sl wka;¾cd, fjí wvú Tiafia wOHkh 
lsÍu isÿ úh' ;jo" iïuqL idlÉPd iy m%Yakdj,s l%ufõohka Tiafia wjYH .=Kd;aul iy m%udKd;aul 
o;a; /ia lsÍu isÿ lrk ,§' Y%S ,dxflah ck;dj oekqj;a lsÍu Wfoid fi!LH f;dr;=re ks¾udKh iy 
jix.; ;;ajh wju lsÍu flfrys wfkl=;a udOHhkag idfmalaIj iudc udOHhkag ys;lr iy 
m%n,n,mEula t,a, l< yels nj ks.ukh úh' tfiau ;;ajfhka Wiia" úYajikSh;ajfhka hq;= i;H 
f;dr;=re l%udkql+, jHqyhla Tiafia iudc udOH u`.ska iïfm%aIKh l< hq;=h' th ld,Sk wjYH;djls' 
thg iu.dój wi;Hh f;dr;=re jdrK l%ufõola kS;s moaO;shla ks¾udKh úh hq;= nj fuu 
m¾fhaIKhg iu.dó fhdackd fõ'   

 

uqLH mo( —fldúâ-19˜ —iudc udOH˜ —fndajk frda.˜ —wju lsrSu˜ 
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Rehabilitate the lost education of G.C.E O/L students 2021, in Paddiruppu 

Zone of Education 

Vanmathy Remoshan1  

 

 

 

Each and every aspect of the world has obtained several changes during the pandemic situation of 

Covid-19 and all the people in the global are severely affected in physically, socially and economically 

due to the spread of unprecedented disease of corona virus. Thus, the infrastructure of the education 

system has also entirely transformed temporarily in a various way from traditional to virtual technology 

for passed two years, especially at schools. However this technological shifting is slightly familiar for 

the developed countries in the world whereas it is not the same for the developing countries such as Sri 

Lanka. Although the online learning was conducted with its challenges it was not able to fulfill the 

requirements of the school education. Hence, the school education system was lost for past two years 

due to the pandemic situation in the island. Therefore this present study investigates that how to 

rehabilitate the education, of O/L students 2021 in Paddiruppu zone ,which was lost by the school 

closures during the crisis of Covid 19. For the purpose of this study, 125 convenient samples were 

chosen from Paddiruppu Zone of  Education with the two divisions of  Poradeevu pattu and Paddiruppu. 

The participants were 100 teachers and 25 in service advisors.They are different in their field of  

teaching, different in gender (male & female), different native places in Paddiruppu zone. As well, this 

case study employed a qualitative research method by using two types of tools: a questionnaire and a 

discussion. A questionnaire, which is consisted both open – ended and closed ended questions, was 

contributed as the first primary tool for the data collection. Additionally, a discussion forum was 

conducted, via Zoom as the second primary tool of the data collection, on “Reform the lost education”. 

The discussion provided the space for the participants to discuss and put forward their opinions 

regarding the rehabilitation of the lost education of O/L students 2021 in Paddiruppu Zone of Education. 

The results reveal with the determining the safety environment at schools in accordance with the Covid 

19 guidelines , creating the delightful schooling especially for the students, substituting the curriculum 

in short with the essential syllabus for the purpose of not to make the students in rush with the heavy 

load of  lessons, conducting the schools in the afternoon for weekdays to keep the students in the 

learning environment for longtime to involve in their studies  ,encouraging to do more activities on 

model questions to prepare them for G.C.E O/L examination 2021 and the co-operation among the 

students, teachers and parents. Based on the findings of the study, the huge responsibility goes towards 

the government of Sri Lanka which should provide and implement the facilities to rehabilitate the lost 

education. 
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Sustainability Furtherance of Ceylon Electricity Board Through Recycling 

of Aluminum Scrap to Aluminum Re-Draw Rod 

W.C.H. Dhanapala1 

 

 

Ceylon Electricity Board uses Aerial Bundled Conductors for replacing existing low voltage bare lines 

under maintenance work and for newly constructed schemes or new extensions. Aerial Bundle 

Conductors provide multiple benefits to the electricity distribution network by increasing the network 

effectiveness and reliability. When the low voltage power lines of bare Aluminum conductors are 

converted to Aerial Bundle Conductors, the Aluminum conductors are removed as scrap material and 

nearly 1000 MTon Aluminum scraps are being sold per year at a predetermined price without using it 

for value addition purposes. Aluminum is one of the most sustainable and efficient material. This metal 

does not degrade its technical properties due to the process of melting down to its molten form. 

Therefore, Aluminum can be recycled infinitely. This project involved the study and investigation of 

the technical and economic feasibility of recycling Aluminum scrap to Aluminum Re-Draw rod rather 

than manufacturing Re-Draw rods from virgin Aluminum which incurs high cost and contributes to the 

depletion of Aluminum, a precious metal. 85% scrap Aluminum and only 15% virgin Aluminum were 

mixed for this process. Testing and detailed analysis were done on chemical composition, electrical 

properties, mechanical properties and dimensional tolerance to find the technical feasibility of the scrap 

Aluminum recycling process. It was proven from the tests and analytical results that fabricating 

Aluminum Re-Draw rods from scrap Aluminum is technically feasible. As per the intermediate testing 

done for the molten scrap Aluminum, it was explored that the virgin percentage can further be reduced 

or avoided by adopting proper cleaning and dross removing techniques. From this recycling process of 

Ceylon Electricity Board, the country can save about US $ 2.3 million (Rs 412 million) foreign 

exchange per year by converting 1000 MT of scrap Aluminum to Re-Draw Rods every year. According 

to the cost calculations, the economic benefit of the process of recycling will be more than 50%. Hence 

this process of recycling scrap Aluminum to Aluminum Re-Draw rod is technically and economically 

feasible.  
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Shifting teachers’ insights towards utilizing mobile based learning 

technologies in covid 19 pandemic situation 

D.D.M. Dolawattha1,   H. K. Salinda Premadasa2  

 

It is very important to change the way of pursuing learning activities since the learning environment is 

changing every day due to various reasons such as advancement of the technology, health concerns 

such as present COVID pandemic situations, etc. For these reasons, one of the prevailing possibilities 

to change the method of academic service delivery is the use of mobile-based learning technologies. It 

is interesting to discuss that how teachers absorb mobile-based learning technologies when their 

academic services are disseminated. The main objective of this study is to identify the influencing 

factors for teachers to adopt mobile-based learning sources such as mobile learning applications, 

learning web portals, gamification, augmented reality, Learning tools (Chat, forums, assignments, 

quizzes, video, etc.), digital libraries, and learning management systems (LMS) in primary, secondary, 

and higher education. The study uses quantitative research methodology by utilizing data collected 

through an online survey questionnaire to understand the most significant factors for teachers’ 

perception to opt for mobile-based learning technologies. The sample of the study consists of 75 primary 

and secondary teaches who work in local schools and higher education institutes in Sri Lanka. The 

proposed impact model for teachers’ insight to utilize mobile-based technologies in education under 

COVID 19 pandemic situation, consists of six impact factors such as interactivity, usefulness, ease of 

use, facilitating conditions, ICT self-efficacy, and ICT Anxiety. The questionnaire includes six 

questions developed based on the proposed impact model. The five-point Likert scale values one to five 

for strongly disagree to strongly agree was used in the questionnaire to convert user responses and do 

statistical analysis. The statistical analysis was done using the Pearson correlation coefficient test to test 

the hypothesis and calculate the correlations among impact factors in the proposed model. The 

MINITAB computer application for windows was used to carry out the statistical calculations. 

According to the study results, correlations of each observed variable of the proposed impact models 

were greater than 0.5 and closer to 1. Therefore, each impact factor in the proposed model is strongly 

connected with the latent variable “teachers’ insight to utilize mobile-based technologies in education 

under COVID 19 pandemic situation”. This denotes that the teachers’ insight to utilize mobile-based 

technologies in education under the COVID 19 pandemic situation depends on mobile-based 

technologies’ integrated qualities such as interactivity, usefulness, ease of use, and facilities available, 

and also teachers’ ICT self-efficacy, and ICT Anxiety. However, according to the study results, the 

most significant factor for teachers’ mobile-based technology usage is ‘Facilitating Condition’. Finally, 

it can be concluded that the teachers are influenced by the facilities available in the mobile-based 

learning technologies. And they have realized the appropriateness of mobile-based learning 

technologies for learning in COVID pandemic situations especially in quarantined isolations and 

lockdown restrictions.  

Keywords: Online Learning; Impact Model; Mobile Learning; Education in COVID pandemic; Teachers’ 
insights; 
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Development of a model to enhance students’ engagement in asynchronous 
online lectures 

Thilini P. Rupasinghe1   

A key challenge faced by Sri Lankan educators in recent years is the emergency and unplanned shift to 

online teaching from traditional face-to-face teaching, as a consequence unexpected Covid -19 

outbreak. This was totally a new experience for Sri Lankan university students as well as for academics 

and was a huge challenge to the whole community owing to several issues such as lack of internet 

access, lack of available devices, lack of experience and financial and social issues. Despite these 

challenges, educators moved forward with online teaching by conducting lectures in real-time 

synchronous mode (via zoom / Teams platforms) and asynchronous mode (recorded lectures). And out 

of these two, the asynchronous mode was more popular among students due to facts such as any time 

accessibility to materials which reduced the cost as students could access them when data rates are 

lower, ability to repeat the lectures and go through them over and over and flexibility. However, a key 

disadvantage of asynchronous mode is the lack of student engagement and lack of active learning, which 

are principle components of lifelong and meaningful undergraduate education. This paper discusses the 

development and the implementation of the following model to overcome this issue and make the 

asynchronous learning process more active with enhanced student- lecturer interaction.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Proposed model to enhance students’ engagement in Asynchronous lectures  

 

In this model, major theory components were introduced to students using short lectures videos (< 20 

mins) developed through the concept of micro-learning, followed by a worksheet related to the 

theoretical component covered in the video. Students were given 2 days to complete this and upload it 

to the LMS. Further, the forum question feature available in the Moodle platform was successfully 

utilized to create a dynamic environment by enhancing students’ engagement and participation. 

Deliberately developed questions covering common misconceptions were posted as forum questions 

and the students were given marks for answering these questions. And, the lecturer was also actively 

involved in the process by providing feedback to their answers. After the submission of the worksheet, 

the lecturer conducted a real-time online session called “Virtual office hour”, which was designed to 

answer questions of students. Key feature of this session was, students were asked to come up with 

questions they have related to theory component, worksheet and the forum questions. This solely was 

a student driven session and was structured to be different from a typical tutorial session by putting the 

students in the driving seat of learning, thus making it more active learning. Participation in this virtual 

session was entirely voluntarily and if students have unclear theory parts, they were encouraged to join 

and get them clarified. Finally, students were given a challenge question which requires higher order 

thinking, which allowed the instructor to gain an insight into the level of students’ understanding.  

Further, students’ perception on this model was investigated using a questionnaire and according to 

data, a higher degree of student satisfaction was observed. Moreover, the proposed model helps to 

increase students’ trust in the teacher’s care of their learning, which is crucial in the current online 

teaching paradigm.  
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Breakout Rooms for an Engaging and Effective Online Learning 

Environment 

Priyanwada Jayarathne1, Ashani Gunawardana2 

 

Communication is essential for effective language learning either written or spoken. It paves the ways 

to the leaners to test their language learning hypothesis and to practice the target language with peers 

in collaborative language learning settings. However, COVID-19 pandemic has affected severely on 

language learning as it deprived students of their real classrooms: primary, secondary, and even tertiary. 

With the introduction of emergency remote teaching (ERT), instructors struggle to deliver the content 

but students' actual engagement and interaction in online classes is yet to be monitored. Therefore, the 

present study was conducted to examine the effectiveness of Zoom - Breakout rooms as a tool to engage 

students successfully during synchronous online classes in the higher education sector. The participants 

of this case study were 04 instructors and 200 students who used Breakout rooms in their online 

classrooms for a period of 15 weeks. The student sample was reading for a Higher National Diploma in 

English. As to the data collected through the Google form survey, the results showed that language 

tutorials have become effective and successful with the use of Breakout rooms for group discussions, 

presentations, speeches, role plays, etc. Both instructors and learners made positive remarks as 

collaborative learning, individual engagement, feeling of liveliness, sense of belonging, less anxiety 

and possible monitoring of the instructor. The key difficulties encountered were connectivity issues and 

inadequacy of technical skills. Moreover, the cases of non-contribution and idling were also 

occasionally reported. All in all, the sample assured the effectiveness of the Breakout rooms not only 

in conducting successful ESL tutorials during this pandemic period but also as a way to remain in 

contact with the peers. 
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Translators at the Risk of Technology Taking Over; A Linguistic Analysis 

Based on Translation and Technology 

 
Shivanka Ayanthi Dissanayake1, W.M.S.P.K Wanasinghe2  

 

 
Human Translators are being inter-cultural emissaries since the dawn of languages and that has 

made communication a supreme element. But human intelligence was eventually threatened 

by artificial intelligence, in which, most industries were began to invade by machines, and 

translation industry was no exception. As the result computer aided translation tools and 

translation software were emerged to enhance the productivity of human translators, which 

later revolutionized their profession. At present there remains controversial fact of artificial 

intelligence being invaded the human creativity of translators. Hence, this study focusses on 

how translators should survive at the risk. To examine this fact, primary data were collected 

from selected translators and IT professionals across the globe via questionnaire, interviews 

and focus group discussions and secondary data were gathered through archivals. It is still a 

phantom to beat human creativity by any machines, accordingly, the study identifies 

technological gap between professional translators, in country and language wise as the real 

risk in competitive language market. Based on findings , it is an essential requirement of the 

language market to produce poli-literate translators to perform challenging role as globalized 

communicators with localization specialties.  
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The Influence of Demographic Factors on Child Negligence 

 
Himalshi Serasinghe1 

 

 

 
Child neglect is simply defined as not providing essential food, clothes, medical facilities, education, 

attention, and caring towards their children. Most parents or guardians do not pay much attention to 

their children whether the particular family is rich or poor. As a result, children have to face various 

disturbances during their childhood. There is numerous research in the literature to recognize the factors 

affecting child negligence. However, there is a lack of research in the literature to identify the 

association between demographic factors and neglect categories in the Sri Lankan Context. 

Demographic data are the information that exhibits the basic information of the person including 

education, age, hometown, marital status, gender, ethnicity, religion, siblings, and so on. The objectives 

of this study are to identify the influence on demographic factors for child negligence and find out the 

most common category of child neglect. Primary data were collected using a mixed research method 

and snowballing technique utilized for sampling. The researcher has distributed structured 

questionnaires (N=134) and conducted semi-structured interviews (N= 10) for the neglected children 

who lived in Gampaha District including Wattala, Ragama, Dompe, Weliweriya, Peliyagoda, 

Wewellagara, and Kelaniya in Western Province, Sri Lanka. Frequency analysis, Chi-square test, factor 

analysis and content analysis were used for analyzing purposes of the research. Findings show that 

gender, living area, age, educational level, and marital status can be affected for child neglect and 

religion, ethnicity and siblings were not the affecting factors for the child negligence. Age is the highest 

affected factor and the gender of the respondents was the lowest important factor to child neglect. 

Quantitative findings were more similar to qualitative findings. Results exhibited that physical neglect 

is the most common type of child neglect where several indicators were found to be highly influential. 

The indicator “Made sure that I did not get enough sleep” was found to be a highly affecting factor for 

the child's physical neglect. The cognitive neglect type has the lowest respondents while Supervision 

and emotional neglect indicated second and third places respectively. Therefore, the government should 

implement many awareness programs for parents or guardians to minimize child negligence in the 

future.  
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An Analysis on How Non-Managerial Employees are Motivated Through 

Organizational Culture  

 

(With Special Reference to Ranpa Footwear Manufacturing Company) 

W.L.B.Madushani1 

  

 

The success and growth of an organization depends on efficiency and effectiveness of its employee 

performance through organizational culture. Employees learn and communicate what is acceptable or 

unacceptable in an organization in the light of its values and norms. Hence, organizational culture provides 

basis for employee performance. Employee motivation is a topic that has received very significant attention 

by today’s organizations. No organization may possibly thrive without their employees. Employees are the 

main reason any organization might have the potential to keep in existence for a longtime. In Ranpa, there 

are more than 200 employees in Kadawatha factory. There is a manual manufacturing process in the factory. 

Since employees are valuable resources for the factory, their contribution is highly considered. This paper 

discusses about “how organization culture influence on the employee motivation?”. The core objective of 

this study was to investigate the influence of organizational culture on employee motivation. Furthermore, 

this study addressed the secondary objective; to identify the existing characteristics of the organizational 

culture. Interview method was used as the data collection method, since the qualitative research approach 

was taken into the consideration. Thematic analysis was the data analytical technique and sample of the 

study was 8 non managerial employees who were working in the different sections of Ranpa footwear 

Manufacturing Company. The findings were discussed under 3 main themes; firstly, how the Artifacts used 

by the organization led to motivate employees, secondly, the influence of values on deciding the employee 

motivation and finally, how the employees were motivated through the Basic Assumptions, practiced by 

the organization. According to the research findings, the cultural elements that have been discussed under 

above 3 themes had a substantial influence on the employee motivation at Ranpa factory. Therefore, finally 

it could be concluded that the culture of Ranpa as a whole had a greater influence on deciding the 

motivational level of its employees and most of time the culture had a positive influence on the employees 

which lead them to be motivated. 
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